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The Linear Test Bed program objectives were to design, fabricate, and evaluation
test an advanced aerospike test bed which employed the segmented combustor concept.
The program started in April 1970 with the release of a work statement by NASA-
MSFC and was finished in June 1972 with the successful completion of 44 tests on
the linear test bed. This report describes the complete program including concept
selection, design, fabrication, component test, system test, supporting analysis,
and posttest hardware inspection.
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The Linear Test Bed was evaluated during the Saturn System 06FS program. An iso-
metric drawing and three views of the general arrangement drawings of the test bed
are shown in Fig. 1 through 4.
The system is designated as a linear aerospike system and consists of a thrust
chamber assembly, a power package, and a thrust frame. It was designed as an ex-
perimental system to demonstrate the feasibility of the linear aerospike-segmented
combustor concept. The overall dimensions are 120 inches long by 120 inches wide
by 96 inches in height. Photos of the completed test bed are shown in Fig. S
and 6 .
The propellants are liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen. The system was designed to
operate at 1200-psia chamber pressure, at a mixture ratio of S.S. At the design
conditions, the sea level thrust is 200,000 pounds.
The thrust chamber assembly consists of 20 combustors, 2 nozzle assemblies, a
turbine exhaust base manifold, and the supporting rib structure and tie linkages.
The combustors are made from precision investment-cast NARloy (silver-copper alloy)
which undergoes a process in which nickel is electroplated to the outside of the
liner to provide coolant channel closeout and for structural purposes. An aluminum
C
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Figure 2. General Arrangement, End View
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backup structure is then bolted to the combustor. The nozzle is a furnace-
brazed tubular structure, contoured to provide an expansion contour for the gases
as they emit from the combustor.
Ten combustors are welded to each nozzle assembly. The exhaust manifold is of
semimonocoque construction whose primary purpose is to provide for uniform dis-
tribution of turbine exhaust gas across the base of the thrust chamber.
The power package consists of a Mark 29-F fuel turbopump, _ Mark 29-0 oxidizer
turbopump, a gas generator, J-2S pr-nellant valves, a J-2S pneumatic control
package, and associated electrical and pneumatic lines. All components of the
power package were spares from the J-2 or J-2S program and, at most, required
only minor modifications for use on the linear test bed program.
The thrust frame is of heavy I-beam and box beam construction. Thrust frame
weight was not considered important to the program objectives so the beam was
designed foT strength and low cost. The thrust is transmitted from the thrust
frame through a central J-2S gimbal bearing into the facility thrust measurement
system.
The objectives of the program were as follows:
• Demcnstrate the feasibility of design, fabrication, and assembly of a
full-scale linear aerospike test bed which employs the segmented combustor
concept
• Perform component tests and supporting analysis, as required, to develop
subsystems prier to their use on the test bed
• Perform hot-fire tests on the linear test bed to demonstrate performance,
design integrity, satisfactory start and cutoff, and system stability
• Develop advanced ignition systems suitable for multiple ignition applica-
tion which also are suitable for future advanced engine applications
3
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All program objectives were achieved. Some of the significant accomplishments of
the program are as follows:
• Fabrication of all components required for the test bed was successfully
accomplished. Problems were encountered during fabrication that could
have had major impact upon the program. These problems were discovered
early enough to permit corrective action to be taken, to redesign where
necessary, and to redirect engineering and manufac)u_i_g resources to
find proper solctions and get back on schedule.
• Component testing of single and multisegment combustors was accomplished
prior to completion of the test bed assembly. These tests were run to
verify combustor structural integrity, to check performance, heat transfer,
pressure drop, ard to develop a test bed ignition system and an ignition
detect system. Problems and design deficiencies were discovered during
these tests. They were discovered early enough to permit corrective
action on the test bed hardware and contributed greatly to the successful
and relatively trouble-free test program run on the linear test bed.
• T_e test bed was tested 44 times for 3113 seconds total accumulated dura-
tion. Tests were run over a chamber pressure range from 670 psia to 1248
psia ana mixture ratios from 3.3 to 5.6. The program was highlighted by
test 624-028 which was run for 592 seconds mainstage duration.
• Combustor performance, heat transfer, pressure drops, nozzle pressure
profiles, and base pressure data were acquired over the complete operating
range. Combustion efficiency and specific impulse were higher than pre-
dicted and performance was satisfactory over the complete operating range.
Test data evaluation indicated that the linear test bed will deliver be-
tween 450 and 455 seconds specific impulse at altltude.
• Two ignition systems were evaluated: the fluorine ignition system and
the combustion wave ignition system. Ignition limits, start sequences,
and performance characteristics were determined for both systems. This
was the first multiple-ignition application of the combustion wave system.
Satisfactory combustion wave system operation was repeatedly demonstrated
during the test program.
R-9049
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Combustor wall erosion was experienced during the test program. The
causes and proposed solution to the erosion problem are discussed in
detail in the body of the report.
!"
_m
CONCEPT SELECTION
At the onset of the Linear Test Bed Program, studies were conducted to determine
the size, configuration, power cycle, and general arrangement of the test bed.
The ground rules were to use existing components where possible, to use the com-
bustor design that evolved from the CSE program, and to conduct a meaningful ad-
vanced experimental aerospike program within the imposed budget and time constraints.
A low-cost experimental program to demonstrate the segmented aerospike concept was
the prime objective of the program.
J=2S Mark 29-F and Mark 29-0 turbopumps, main propellant valves, and pneumatic
control packages were available and it was decided these would be used. Slave gas
generators used for Mark 29-F component tests also were available.
The combustors were designed for operation at 1200-psia chamber pressure and 6.0
mixture ratio. In matching the turbomachinery capability to the thrust chamber
requirements, it was found that between 20 and 24 combustors would best match the
turbopump H-Q and horsepower design capability. The thrust chamber fuel-side
pressure drop was calculated and the required fuel pump discharge pressure was
found to be on the upper limit of the Mark 29-F capability, and a best horsepower
match was obtained with 20 combustors. (Twenty were selected to provide margin
below the maximum design capability of the fuel turbopump.)
In selecting the thrust chamber configuration, several arrangements were considered
including a round aerospike, linear one-sided, linear-two sided, and curved segments
of a large-diameter aerospike. High expansion ratio was considered desirable. A
round aerospike with 20 combustors would provide an expansion ratio of approximately
50. The nozzle fabrication cost would be high because of the need for tapered tubes
and complex tooling.
The one-sided linear and the curved segment configuration would have very high
expansion ratios, but they would be 20 feet long. The long length would not fit
existing test stand flame deflectors and would entail complex structures and
manifolding.
R-9049
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The two-sided linear would have high expansion ratio (I19:1) symmetrical thrust
vectors, simplified manifolding and structure, and the lowest fabrication cost.
The nozzle could be fabricated with untapered tubes, and furnace brazing of the
nozzle could be accomplished in 5-foot linear panels. With symmetrical nozzles,
a conventional J-2S gimbal bearing could be used for transmitting thrust into a
single main load cell. For these reasons the two-sided linear concept was selected.
Power cycles considered included tapoff turbine drive and _as generator turbine
drive. The gas generator drive was selected because of availability of gas gene-
rator components and the complexities involved in developing a tapoff system for
the segmented combustors.
3
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FLUORINE IGNITION SYSTEM
DESIGN AND FABRICATION
+,.,
Design of the fluorine ignition system manifold followed with strict adherence
the design practices recommended in the NASA SP-3037, "Handling and Use of
Fluorine and Fluorine-Oxygen Mixtures in Rocket Systems", H. W. Schmidt, 1967.
Specific design criteria followed were:
1. The manifold was fabricated from pure nickel tubing to ensure the
maximum material capability.
2. Tubing wa_ X-ray inspected prior to fabrication to identify tungsten
and other foreign inclusions.
3. The manifold was all-welded assembly with specially designed machined
fittings.
4. All sharp edges in the machined fittings were rolled with a specially
designed tool.
5. The automatic butt welds were X-ray inspected for dropthrough and
inclusions after fabrication.
The manifold tubing was sized with the aid c£ a computerized Fanno flow analysis
developed for this purpose. The igniter elements also were fabricated from pure
nickel, and were designed following the same practices as the manifold.
A special specification, RA0610-048, was written to maintain the cleanliness of
the manifold and igniter elements during fabrication and engine test. Passivation
procedures developed by the Rocketdyne Research Depaxtment were specified and
strictly followed prior to each engine ignition test. CompaTible metallic seals
and valve seats were used during ignition system buildup. Annin valves controlling
gaseous fluorine were repacked with copper chevron shaft seals, and passivated
prior to engine testing.
(
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3037.
The engine manifold was designed to include a -i00 F dewpoint nitrogen purge
cleanliness procedures, passivation techniques,which was operational on a 24 hour-per-day basis as recommended in NASA SP-
As a result of the design criteria' ,incidentS, , were encountered on this program.
and purge precautions, no fluorine
A schematic of the fluorine ignition system is presented in Fig. 7.
COblBUSTION WAVE IGNITION sYSTEM
Th_ combustion wave ignition system (Fig. 8 ) was designed using the existing
fluorine manifold as the combustion wave manifold. Miniaturized i/4-inch solenoid
valves with optically flat sealing surfaces (Valcor) were procured to control pro-
pellant flow to a Rocketdyne-designed premixer assembly. A specially designed
integrated spark plug and exciter unit was provided to supply ignition energy to
the premixer unit. The entire ignition system was engine mounted and engine con-
trolled. The adequacy of the fluorine manifold to serve as the combustion wave
manifold was proved on a full-size mockup during testing in the research area.
The combustion wave panel installed on test bed No. i is shown in Fig. 9 The
posttest condition of the 20 igniter elements is shown in Fig. I0.
3
CONI'ROL SYSTEM
Since the engine was to use oxygen and hydrogen as propellants, J-2 and J-2S
hardware were utilized. Design requirements followed those of J-2 and J-2S eleC-
trical sequencing for pneumatic controls. The segmented concept precluded the
use of a hot-gas tapoff drive for the turbomachinery, so a gas generator was
incorporated. Figure ii shows the complete system schematically, including
control systems.
A J-2S pneumatic regulator controlled J-2S main propellant valves and J-2 bleed
valves and gas generator control valve. Helium was supplied at 3000 psia from
the facility; no bottle was utilized on the engine. Electrical sequencing was
accomplished using relays rather than solid-state circuitry.
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Figure 9. Linear Engine, Breadboard No. 1
Combustion Wave Ignition Unit
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Figure I0. Combustion Wave Igniter Elements Posttest
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Use of a gas generator required modification of the normal plumbing procedure to
the control solenoid. To prevent opening of the gas generator control valve by
cryopumping while deactivated, the pneumatic actuator cavity and the valve housing
are plumbed together to equalize pressures. Connection of the gas generator
equalization port and the control solenoid vent port with an overboard vent pro-
vided both pressurization evaluation and provided solenoid venting capability.
An O.061-inch orifice in the equalization port prevented overpressurization at
the case when control pressures were vented through the solenoid.
4_
Overall, the pneumatic system performed satisfactorily. No design errors became
apparent and no major problems were encountered. All J-2 hardware performed as
expected with the J-2S system.
In the electrical control system, solid-state microcircuitry was abandoned in
favor of relay logic and hard wiring to facilitate anticipated problems and routine
changes in the electrical control system. The control "package" was assembled in
a small control cabinet (Fig. 12) ,,,-hichwas installed remotely from the engine
on the test facility.
Computer start modeling provided the basis for engine sequencing logic. After
modeling a satisfactory start sequence, basic logic and safety interlock circuits
were established. A failure effects analysis was conducted to analyze engine
hardware reliability and effectiveness of safety circuits.
Initial checkouts at Canoga Park revealed only minor problems, but post-installa-
tion sequences with the engine and facility encountered several problems involving
circuit errors and interfacinR conditions not anticipated during design. Follow-
ing minor modifications to correct these problems and incorporate sequence changes,
the system checked out satisfactorily.
R-9049
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Figure 12. Electrical Control Ground Box
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Subsequent operation encountered no problems resulting from system deficiencies.
Changes incorporated throughout the program were accomplished with few problems
and minimum system downtime. Engine logic proved flexible and easily modifiable.
The fuel and oxidizer feed systems were designed as a hybrid of the J-2 and J-2S.
High operating pressures required the use of J-2S main valves, while thrust chamber
heat transfer dictated the need for engine bleeds. A J-2 gas generator was uti-
lized to provide turbine power.
J-2S main propellant valves were used as is, the fuel valve having the sequence
ports capped. Both bleed valves were modified by a closeout weld between the
discharge flange and the valve seat to prevent structural failure at the flange
in the event the valve opened during high-pressure operation.
5
A J-2 gas generator control valve was proof tested to linear test bed operating
requirements, then functionally checked and serviced for use. A pit slave com-
bustor assembly used for turbopump testing at SSFL was reconditioned and mated
with the control valve to form an assembly capable of providing the higher power
requirements of the J-2S turbomachinery.
Because of low reliability in a high-pressure hydrogen atmosphere, spark igniter
for the gas generator was abandoned in favor of pyrotechnics. An R6D igniter used
for component test and hyperflow gas generators was chosen due to its availability,
high reliability, and potential burn time at high pressures.
No control system problems were encountered during the test program. All valves
performed satisfactorily, providing adequate engine control. The pyrotechnic
gas generator igniters proved 100 percent reliable, providing an excellent ignition
source. The gas generator operated as predicted, with no problems, and exhibited
no physical deterioration.
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PURGE SYSTEM
The initial purge system requirements for the linear test bed were based largely
on experience gained from the J-2 and J-2S, since components from these engines
were those used to form the linear power package. Four purge subsystems were
originally outlined: (i) turbopump and gas generator, (2) fuel manifold, (3)
ignition system, and (4) oxidizer manifold. Nitrogen was to be used on (3) and
(4), while helium was required for (I) and 2).
Turbopump and gas generator purge requirements of J-2 and J-2S were adopted with-
out change for use on the linear, as their application to the linear was, for
all practical purposes, identical to their original applications. Satisfactory
operation was achieved and no problems were encountered°
Critical to the fluorine system was removal of all moisture to prevent a GF2-H20
reaction. Preliminary studies indicated that periodic purging would not provide
complete assurance that the system was completely dry. Continuous purging, how-
ever, offered the advantage of providing a dry, inert atmosphere within the mani-
fold at all times. This approach was determined to be more acceptable. Facility-
supplied nitrogen was used, with an interface requirement of i00 ±25 psig &nd
-i00 F dew point to provide 5 ±I scfm flowrate. Figure 13 shows the purg_
sequencing.
This continuous purging proved to be completely successful. No problems were
encountered and the program was entirely free of the problems that can occur using
fluorine.
In late January 1972, the fluorine system was replaced witr, the newly developed
combustion wave ignition system. Total dryness was not critical as with fluorine,
so the purge requirements were modified. Pre- and posttest purging was determined
to be sufficient. Nitrogen (-78 F dew point] again was used. An interface pressure
of 100 z25 psig supplied 25 - scfm flowrate.
J
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The pretest LOX manifold purge requirements were essentially the same as J-2 and
J-2S: a 30-minute predrop heated purge to ensure complete drying of the oxidizer
system, continuing to engine start (125 ±25 F nitrogen at 150 ±25 psig was used).
Cutoff purging presented problems not previously encountered on j-2/J-2S. Inherent
to the design of the linear test bed aze large ,,trapped" volumes in both propellant
systems. These volumes of residual propellants represent a serious hazard when
considering the cutoff transient, since uncontrolled expulsion of either (parti-
cularly the oxidizer) could result in high mixture ratio and subsequent hardware
damage. Considerable effort was expended prior to initial testing to determine
optimum purge sequencing.
Since the residual oxidizer presented, by far, the greater hazard at cutoff, it
was considered that immediate removal of residual fuel, while allowing natural
boiloff of residual oxidizer, would result in a lower transient mixture ratio at
cutoff. Posttest purg inZ of the oxidizer manifold was, therefore, delayed until
approximately S minutes after cutoff.
Also, the fuel manifold presented no major pretest purging problems. A precondi-
tioning purge was not an engine requirement. A 2-minute, high-flow purge was used
to ensure removal of any water bridging the injector fuel annuli. A low-flow pre-
drop helium purge was used to dry and inert the fuel system, and was terminated
at propellant drop.
The initial configuration of the fuel manifold purge was identical to that used
on the J-2S: 1/2-inch line to the main thrust chamber purge check valve located
in the main fuel valve housing. Evaluation of early test date indicated that a
higher purge flow was desirable. Removal of the check valve did not significantly
decrease system reaistance, so a high volume purge was installed, bypassing the
restriction of the customer connect plumbing through a l-inch Annin valve to the
main fuel valve. The existing purge feeds into the purge manifold upstream of
the Annin (pretest 624003].
3
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Subsequent test data indicated that purge operation was still unsatisfactory.
Therefore, the drain screw_ were removed from the ends of each fuel manifold and
i/2-inch line was plumbed to these points. Referred to as the "super purge," it,
too, proved inadequate. Prior to test 624010, a 4000 cu-in. J-2S helium tank was
plumbed into the system to provide a momentary purge "blast" to clear the fuel
manifold.
C
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The purge tank was pressurized from the 3000-psi facility supply. At cutoff, both
the "super purge" valve and the thrust chamber purge valve open, and the 3000-psi
flow checks off the thrust chamber purge until the tank pressure decays below iS00
psi (thrust chamber purge supply pressure). Thrust chamber purge flow continues
to assure complete purging of the fuel manifold and thrust chamber.
Subsequent tests exhibited satisfactory cutoff transients, and no further hardware
changes were deemed necessary. Minor changes in sequencing of the purge tank were
periodically made to attempt to improve cutoff cool_ag. No further problems were
encountered.
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPHENT
Test bed ground support equipment consisted primarily of new items and components
modified for use with the new engine. J-2 and J-2S test plates and fixtures were
the only items used requiring no modification.
The engine handling fixture was the first GSE item designed and constructed. It
was used for both transportation and as a holding fixture during engine build.
I_e acceleration safety cutoff system (ASCOS) is a 12-channel vibration detection
device, designed and constructed by Santa Susana Field Laboratory Test Group.
Alternate combustors plus two end combustors were monitored to initiate cutoff if
detected vibration exceeded 150 g rms for 100 milliseconds. The ASCOS performed
satisfactorily, data showing the test bed to be free of damaging acoustical com-
bustion instabilities.
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Ignition detection was provided by a 20-channel system, also designed and built
by SSFL test group. Fuel injection temperature was chosen as the most practical
indicator of main chamber ignition, and a 40-degree per second rise was indicative
of satisfactory combustion. The technique proved adequate, although the imple-
mentation (i.e., utilizing an instrumentation signal near the level of signal
noise, instrumentation failures, etc.J proved somewhat awkward. Overall system
performance was, however, satisfactorY.
Minor modification allowed use of J-2S engine control panels with the test bed.
Facility instrumentation, monitoring, recording, and automatic cutoff devices all
proved satisfactory throughout the program.
DELTA-2B FACILITY MODIFICATION
Testing of the linear test bed was carried out at test stand Delta-2B, SSFL.
Test stand capabilities and crew availability were the primary considerations
used in chosing this test facility.
Delta stand had previously been used for j-2 acceptance and J-2 and J-2S R6D
testing, so primary structure was not a problem. The main structure diagonal
members at the engine deck level were boxed in and water cooled to provide protec-
tion from the open main exhaust. Stand structure at the horizontal load cell
attach points was reinforced while vertical load cell attach points were installed
on existing main structure.
To provide for higher thrust, the existing thrust mount was removed, the main
thrust flexure assembly was uprated, and the VTS-5B main load cell was installed.
A surplus lift table was obtained from CTL-3, uprated to 24,000-pound capacity
and installed in the test stand. The engine platform and decking also were modi-
fied to provide clearance for, and access to, the engine.
3
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The flame bucket hole pattern was modified to provide coolant for the rectangular
flame pattern, while the bucket blowback shield was cut back to clear the main
exhaust plume.
A complete high-pressure water system was installed to provide coolant for the
nozzle end fences. A surplus 8000-gallon water tank was placed opposite the test
stand. Tank fill was accomplished manually. Water coolant feed was provided by
GN 2 pressurization of the tank. Flowrate was monitored using a venturi-type
flowmeter.
The fluorine ignition supply required a completely new inst=llation, and introduc-
tion of necessary safety procedures. A bottle bank was located off the test stand,
along with isolation valving. All plumbing was passivated for a 24-hour period
before an engine-facility connection was made. The ignition system "engine
valves" also were facility mounted due to their physical size, but were the only
valves in this system to be controlled by the engine control system.
>
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Engine spinup capability was provided by the facility gaseous hydrogen system.
An Annin valve served as the facility prevalve, separating the main spin valve
from the 3000-psi supply. The servocontrolled main valve provided a constant
400-psi spin pressure to the fuel turbine to initiate bootstrapping.
In general, instrumentation capabilities were adequate. However, additional
thermocouple capability was required. No modifications were required to provide
satisfactory recording capabilities.
COMBUSTOR DESIGN
The primary objective of the breadboard thrust chamber program was to improve the
technology of advanced liquid propulsion systems. Gaining experience in the fab-
rication and development of low-cost combustors was a significant part of this
program. Previous investigations have indicated that reduced costs and weight
could be realized by investment casting a relatively simple combustor design with
the potential for mass production. This led to the initiation of the Cast Segment
Evaluation Program.
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The Cast Segment Evaluation Program (Contract NAS8-30182) was initiated to inves-
tigate fabrication techniques and establish design criteria associated with the
use of investment cast combustors. Cast segment technology developed on the CSE
program has been utilized on the breadboard thrust chamber program. Improvements
have been incorporated into the breadboard design based, in part, on CSE fabrica-
tion and testing experience. Areas of the CSE segment assembly that were complex
to fabricate or caused operational difficulties were redesigned to improve the
configuration and tailor it for breadboard thrust chamber application.
The CSE progra_ demonstrated that a simp1_fied combustor assembly using an in-
vestment-cast NARIoy liner could be designed, fabricated, and successfully tested.
Segment technology developed on this program provided the criteria to design a
simplified combustor assembly with increased cycle life and reliability for the
breadboard thrust chamber program.
The basic breadboard combustor design was defined on the Cast Segment Evaluation
program. Emphasis was placed on a simplified design with high reliability which
could be easily fabricated. This criterion resulted in a one-piece NARIoy
investment-cast liner with electroformed nickel used to close out the coolant
channels (Fig. 14). Structural support for the electroform assembly was provided
by two lightweight alumin_uu sand castings.
The combustor assembly was designed to De capable of being combined into a 20-
segment, 248K thrust chamber assembly. Operating pressures a_Ld flowrates of the
20-segment assembly were required to be within the capability of J-2S turbomachinery.
Table I summarizes the significant parameters that were the basi_ for the combustor
design.
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Figure 14. NARIoy Ca_t Liner
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TABLE I.
Propellants
Injector End Chamber Pressure, psia
Engine Mixture Ratio
Segment Mixture Ratio
Maximum Combustor Inlet Fuel Pressure, psia
*Maximum Thrust Chamber Fuel Inlet Pressure,
psia
Maximum Oxidizer Inlet Pressure, psia
Fuel Flow, ib/sec
Oxidizer Flow, ib/sec
Design Life
*Approximate maximum of J-2S turbomachinery
OPERATING PARAMETERS FOR COMBUSTOR DESIGN
LOX-Hydrogen
1224
5.50
5.85
2032
2144
1697
80.62 (20 segments)
471.39 (20 segments)
30 starts, 10,000 seconds
The combustor assembly design was based on aerodynamic, stress, heat transfer,
and pressure drop considerations. Major emphasis was placed on design simplicity
and ease of fabrication.
The segment hot-gas contour is symmetrical. The combustion zone was a 6-degree
straight wall convergence angle from the injector to the throat. The throat gap
is 0.456 inch (as cast). The combustor nozzle contour was based on an ideal plane
flow bell nozzle designed with a 4.3:1 expansion ratio and truncated to a 3.88:1
expansion ratio.
Table 2 summarizes the significant combustor design parameters.
TABLE 2.
Throat Gap, in.
Throat Area, in. 2 5.13
Contraction Ratio 3.25:1
Expan3ion Ratio 3.88:1
Injector Face to throat (axial), in. 5.0
Throat to Exit Plane (axial), in. 2.55
Tranverse Chamber Length, in. 11.250
Combustion Zone Convergence Angle, degrees 6
R-9049
COMBUSTOR DESIGN PARAMETERS
0.456 (as cast)
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Cast Liner Thermal Analysis
Design studies indicated a regeneratively cooled chamber utilizing a single uppass
coolant circuit would provide the most optimum heat transfer characteristics with
minimum pressure loss. A simplified configuration was designed in which coolant
enters the nozzle end of the inner contour wall and is distributed to the two end
plates and outer contour wall via a crossover system (Fig. 15 ). Coolant then
flows in all four circuits in a single uppass and is discharged into the injector
fuel manifold. Flow distribution in the parallel circuits is controlled by drilled
orifice holes at the coolant exit end of the inner contour wall. The drilled ori-
fices provide the capability to cold-flow calibrate the segment and resize the
orifice holes to redistribute the flow if necessary.
_2
.jw
OUTER -/
CONTOUR
WALL.
_OUR
WALL
NOZZLE EXIT
END PLATES
AND
OUTER CONTOUR WALL
Figure 15. Breadboard Engine Combustor Assembly
!
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The basic coolant channel geometry was defined on the Cast Segment Evaluation
Program (CSE) after conducting a parametric thermal analysis. Channel _dth and
depth, hot-gas wall thickness, land width, and coolant mass flux were varied to
study their effect on hot-gas wall temperature. The investigation was limited
to study channel dimensions which were within the casting capability of investment
casting technology.
Several hydraulic modifications of the CSE segment design were incorporated into
the breadboard segment design as a result of CSE test results. The cast liner
dies were revised to optimize hydraulic and heat transfer characteristics. This
effort primarily involved reducing pressure loss in the outer contour wall and
end plate coolant circuits. In addition, the cast liner wall thickness was reduced
to decrease the hot-gas wall temperature.
CSE segment testing indicated the end plate pressure loss was substantially higher
than predicted. As a result, the end plate coolant flow was reduced considerably
below the design value. Laboratory tests indicated that the chevron which trans-
fers coolant from five to seven channels contributed a major part of the total
end plate pressure loss. Therefore, the end plate was modified to eliminate the
chevron and redesigned to contain seven channels traversing its entire length.
The entrances to the seven channels were enlarged and rounded to prevent the loss
of the entire crossover Velocity head at the channel entrance and thereby minimize
entrance losses.
The released breadboard design of the cast liner is presented as Fig. 16 . The
cbannel geometry, coolant mass flux, and predicted maximum wall temperature versus
axial length for the contour walls and end plates are shown in Fig. 17 and 18.
D
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Combustor Assembly Stress Analysis
Analysis and CSE test results indicate the NARIoy cast liner with the EFNi closeout
and cast aluminum backup structure is structurally adequate _or engine operation
at a chamber pressure of 1200 psi. The CSE combustor was originally designed for
possible uprating to a chamber pressure of 2000 psi; EFNi thickness and the cast
R-9049
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aluminum backup structure were de,,igned to withstand loads consistent with the
higher chamber pressure. The EFNi thickness was made sufficient to withstand
coolant pressure loads and transmit chamber pressure loads from the injector end
to the aft combustor manifolds. The manifolds then transmit the total thrust
load into the cast aluminum backup structure. The cast aluminum structures are
attached together at each end by INCO 718 tension tie plates which transmit the
load into the segment thrust mount. The final combustor segment assembly is
presented as Fig. 19.
Several axial locations of the CSE cast liner design were investigated using a
finite element computer analysis. The analysis, which accounts for both plastic
and elastic strain, was performed to determine the strain levels resulting from
thermal and pressure loads at 1200-psi and 2000-psi chamber pressure levels.
The most critical stress location for the hot-gas wall is at the throat. The
minimum hot-gas wall thickness for the CSE design (0.040 inch) was dictated by
casting capabilities. However, the breadboard liner hot-gas wall was reduced by
machining to a minimum thickness of 0.025 inch in the throat. The minimum thick-
ness was determined to provide the maximum allowable stress to meet chamber life
requirements.
During CSE testing, cracks appeared in the EFNi closeout at the combustor-injector
attachment location. Analysis indicated the cracks were probably _ue to hydrogen
embrittlement of the nickel. Extensive laboratory testing of channel closeout
samples verified that as-deposited EFNi was susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement
and cracking in plastically strained areas. The tests also indicated that anneal-
ing the EFNi provided partial protection against hydrogen embrittlement. However,
the most effective protection was provided by isolating the EFNi from the hydrogen
with a thin layer of electrodeposited copper. Therefore, the breadboard combustor
design was modified to include a thin electrodeposited copper layer (m0.020 in.)
to close out the channels prior to electroforming nickel. In addition, sufficient
EFNi thickness was added to the released design to provide the capability to anneal
the entire assembly if subsequent test results indicated it was desirable.
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Segment Fabrication
Twenth-one breadboard combustor assemblies were successfully fabricated in a
sequence similar to the CSE combustor. Furthermore, additional manufacturing
steps, i.e., thinning the hot-gas wall to reduce temperature and protecting
against _ydrogen embrittlement, became necessary due to combustor modifications.
Fabrication Sequence. The basic steps involved in fabricating the breadboard
combustor are listed below:
1. Clean up and repair the cast liner if required.
2. Electrical discharge machine the hot-gas wall to the required wall
thickness profile.
3. Prepare the cast liner for electroform copper by welding on the injector
face plate, filling the channels with Rigidax, and applying a silver
powder layer over the Rigidax to initiate the deposition of copper.
4. Electroform copper.
5. Electroform nickel and intermediate machine the EFNi using a numerically
controlled machine to remove excess EFNi which has been preferentially
deposited. The electroform assembly was intermediately machined twice.
6. Final electroform nickel of the combustor assembly and final machine
using a numerically controlled machine.
7. Electron-beam (EB) weld the manifold transition pieces to the EFNi and
the manifolds to the transition pieces. TIG braze the manifold ends
using Palniro 7 braze filler.
8. Water-flow calibrate the coolant circuit and adjust the discharge orifice
holes if required.
9. Proof-pressure test the channel electroform bonds and the aft fuel mani-
folds to 2670 psi.
10. Electron-beam weld the injector assembly to the combustor assen&ly.
11. Proof-pressure test the combustion zone to 2250 psi using a throat plug.
D
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D Fabrication Problem Resolution. Following is a brief description of the primary
problems encountered and their resolution in the fabrication of breadboard No. i
combustor assembly.
Cast Liner Discrepancies.. Initial attempts at investment casting the combustor
liner on the CSE Program were unsuccessful. Difficulty was experienced in holding
the required dimensions and eliminating porosity. However, improved tooling and
increased experience with the characteristics of the NARIoy material resolved
most of the problems.
|
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As a result of the casting experience gained on the CSE Program, the quality of
the cast liners delivered for the breadboard combustors was improved. The primary
difficulties consisted of solidification shrinkage-type defects, sponginess of the
thin walls, and ceramic inclusions present in the parent material. Since the
discrepancies for many of the liners were relatively small, the castings were suc-
cessfully reworked and then accepted.
Initial segment channel closeout copper-plating attempts presented difficulties
in getting a uniform, high-quality layer in one plating cycle. The thin copper
layer became porous during each plating attempt. This required interim electro-
form copper surface cleanup between plating cycles, and essentially resulted in
several layers of plating on the first two segment assemblies (CO1 and C08).
Following these two units, the porosity problems were solved and single plating
cycles were satisfactory.
Six segment assemblies had a weak and/or brittle bond between layers of EFN1. A
metallurgical investigation was made of samples cut from trim stock on the segments
and on the control panels that accompany the segments through all electroforming
stages. The investigation results revea_d that the cause for the weak bonds were
as follows:
1. The electroform activation process allowed some deposition of silver on
the EFNi surface prior to initiating the next layer of nickel. The minute
quantities of silver in the bond line disturbed the EFNi bonding sufficient
to cause a brittle discontinuity.
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.Electrical shorts were discovered in some of the "hot leads" used in the
plating process. The lead allows the segment to complete the plating
circuit as soon as the segment is introduced into the electrolyte. This
prevents surface condition degradation prior to establishing current
flow by the standard circuit.
An investigation using sample parts indicated that annealing the EFNi substantially
reduced the brittleness of the joint and the surrounding material to give accept-
able characteristics. It had previously been decided to anneal the EFNi to reduce
its susceptibility to H 2 embrittlement. Therefore, the same anneal cycle was used
to accomplish both objectives.
Preliminary EB weld attempts to attach the INCO 625 transition pieces to the EFNi
on the segment aft fuel manifold were unsuccessful. Differences in the magnetic
properties of the two materials caused the electron beam to deflect, resulting
in an unsatisfactory weld joint. The beam was directed to enter the joint at the
proper location, but strayed from the joint before adequate penetration was
obtained. Efforts to bias the beam location, width, power, and direction to
provide adequate joint depth were not successful. The transition joint attachment
was then redesigned to allow thinner EB weld depth requirements. Maximum weld
depth penetration requirements were decreased and EB welding of the redesigned
joint configuration was successful.
D
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INJECTOR DESIGN
_e Gesign uf the in3ector wa_ based on hot-fire experience with the prior CSE
Program. Table 3 s_munarizes the cast s_"men t injector requirements, geomet /,
and perfori_mnce, qYLe injector operates nominally at a mixture ratio o_ 5.83 _nd
discharges to a nozzle stagnation chamber pressure of 1200 psia (1224-psia injec-
tor end chamber pressure). The injector element consists of a central oxygen
core surrounded by a hydrogen annulus. Sixty-eight elements in three parallel
rows were chosen, which yields a thrust per element of 182 pounds.
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TABLE
Parameter
General
"-_t, klb
a CAST SEGMENT INJECTOR PARAMETERS
Linear Engine
Element Segment
I s (alt), seconds
In3ector End Chamber Pressure_ psia
Nozzle Stagnation Chamber Pressure, psia
Th,ust/Element
Oxidizer*
Flow, lb/sec
Flow Area - Nozzle, in. 2
- Post, in. 2
Nozzle Velocity, ft/sec
Velocity Head, psi
Reynolds No.
Post Velocity, ft/sec
Velocity Head, psi
Reynolds No.
Pressure Loss, psi
Injection Pressure, psia
Temperature, F
Density, Ib/ft
Interface Pressure, psia
Nozzle ID**, inch
Post ID/OD, inch
Dome Volume. in. 3
Dome Ax,in. 2
Post Recess, inch
Fuel
Flo'---_, lb/sec
Annulus Area***
Velocity, ft/sec
Velocity Head, psi
Reynolds No.
Cup ID, inch
Area, in. 2
Pressure Loss, psi
Overall Pressure Loss, psi
Injection Pressure, psia
Temperature, R
Interface _essure, psia
Velocity Ratio
Density, ib/ft 3
Body
At post tip
C_19
0.340
0.00585
0.00882
179
245
5.8x105
78.2
46.8
3.8x105
248.5
0.070
0.I06/.134
0.150
0.0566
0.0139
1584
100
1.2xlO 8
0.189
0.0281
96.6
240.5
--Q
23.10
0.262
0.600
TBD
TBD
3.85
0.945
-o
' The four corners flow at 82 to 88 percent of listed values
-* O.O63-inch-diameter for the four corner posts
**" Below th_ support legs
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Engine
248
5.83
443 t
1224
1200
182
462.0
5.24
12.0
1472
-288
71
TBD
TBD
TBD
77.0
18.9
1469
640
TBD
20.3
0.388
0.370
0.357
4
6Recessment of the oxidizer post tip within the fuel cup is an effective means for
improving the combustion performance and stability characteristics. For a non-
recessed system, the sudden expansion into the combustor results in a loss of
relative velocity between the two streams which increases the mixing length and
degrades the performance in a short combustor. Conversely, an excessive post tip
recess increases the probability of eroding the post tip and producing high cup
stagnation losses without increasing the combustion performance. Hot-fire test
results during the CSE program indicated a post tip recess of 0.150 inch was
satisfactory, but not necessarily optimum.
The oxidizer dome is cast in one piece, using 304-L CRES in a vacuum investment
casting process. A flow deflector, located just below and in line with the inlet,
also is part of the casting. The flow deflector prevents the oxidizer posts
directly in line with the inlet from exhibiting greater than average flowrates
due to the dynamic head. It also acts as a guide vane to turn the flow 90 degrees
to each half of the dome.
Each combustor contains provisions for monitoring one chamber pressure, two fuel
injection parameters (either temperature or pressure), two vertical accelerometer
pads, and one oxidizer injection Photocon pressure. An active Photocon boss is
at each end of the dome.
The oxidizer post hole pattern (Fig. 20) is match-drilled into the dome body.
The 25 holes in each of the inner and outer rows are canted 4°15 ' inward to the
vertical centerline to present direct impingement on the chamber walls. The
theoretical impingement point of these canted streams is below the throat plane.
The 22 holes in the center row are on, and parallel to, the axial centerline and
are drilled normal to the dome body. All holes are 0.136 + 001/-000 inch in
diameter.
The oxidizer posts shown in Fig. 21 are made of 304-L CRES and contain an inte-
grally machined nozzle in the upstream end to maintain the flow balance and system
impedance. All posts contain a 0.070-inch-diameter nozzle except the four corner
posts which contain 0.063-inch-diameter nozzles. The oxidizer flow was reduced to
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82 to 88 percent of nominal flow in the four corners to prevent overheating in
the corner. Three tabs are incorporated on the OD of the oxidizer po_t to p_si-
tion it properly in the fuel cup. The machined posts are furnace brazed into the
oxidizer dome using Nioro alloy (82 percent gold-18 percent nickel).
|
The flow distribution for each element is obtained at a manifold flow of 100 gpm
(_100 psig) The water stream from each element is collected and the average
flowrate per element is obtained. The nozzles of posts with flows greater than
3 percent of the average flow are peened, while the nozzles of hosts flowing les<
than 3 percent of the average flow are reamed out. The four corner posts must
flo_ 85 ±3 percent of the overall average flow.
The injector faceplate containing the fuel cups is welded to the chamber. The
oxidizer manifold is then welded to the chamber taking care to ensure that the
LOX post recess is correct. The interaction of the oxidizer post within the fuel
cup is sho_ in Fig.22 Based on hot-fire tests using injectors with zero and
0.150-inch oxidizer post recess, the cup pressure loss is 96.6 psi. the total
oxidizer system pressure loss is 248.5 psi and the fuel side pressure loss is
240.5 psi at rated conditions.
NOZZLE ASSEblBLY DESIGN
The brazed nozzle assembly" is required to transuit the aerodynamic pre:sure load
generated by the expandkng combustion gases to the backup structure. In addition,
it must be capabie of wi,;hstanding the heat loads generated by these gases.
347 CRES has been the traditional material for use in hydrogen-cooled rocket nozzle
skirts. This is due to the mate:ial's excellent compatibility with hydrogen,
strength characteristics at cryogenic temperatures, and fabricability (being easily
brazed, welded, and formed). An alternate material (Inco 625) was considered for
the nozzle coolant tube. However, it was determined that 347 CRES would prove to
be adequate for the application and was selected on the basis of its better
fabricability.
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Figure 22. Oxidizer Post, Fuel Cup Interaction
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I The reinforcing bands or hatbands are required to transmit the aerodynamic pres-
sure loads from the hot-gaz, face to the backup structure. They require attach]nent
to the tubes and must provide for attachment to the backup structure. "l,_he attach-
merit is accomplished by brazing the bands to the tube surfaces. Attachment to the
backup structure is accomplished by providing mounting pads for rod end bearings
which, i_ turn, transmit the loads to the backup structure.
Tb..e expected aerodynamic loading is shown in Fig. 23 for the values of chamber
pressure expected during engine start and mainstage operation. It is of interest
to note that the nozzle wall will experience a local pressure load of approximatel)
34 psia at virtually every point along its length during engine start. ]his be-
havior results in the equal spacing of the hatbands. The flanged (three corner
box) shape of the hatbands was selected because of its simple fabricabiiity and
high structural efficiency. The longitudinal slots, placed at 12.40-inch inter-
vals along the length of the hatbands, allows the bands to accommodate differential
thermal growth.
The basic requirements for the fuel inlet manifold are equsl distribution and lo_
pressure drop. The minimum cost method is to manufacture a large-volume, untapered
tube. Since wexght was less _mportant than cost, a 3.50-inch OD by 0.300 inch
wall pipe was used to distribute the fuel. The thick wail section results from the
pressure roquirements and the loss of material at the point wl_ere the pipe joins
the co,_lant tubps. Pressure drop through this manifold was estimated to be 19.50
psid, while good fuel distribution was assured by the low cross velocity head of
4.28 psid.
The primary function of the forward manifold joint is to provide attachment of the
nozzle coolant tubes to the combustor and to survive the relatively high heat
transfer rates predicted for this location on the nozzle. The forward bar, made
of OFHC copper and machined to provide a close fit over the tube crowns, operates
at a temperature of 900 F.
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Figure 23. Nozzle Wall Pressure Profiles
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COOLANT TUBE DESIGN
The test bed required a nozzle structure that was light in weight and capable of
tolerating high heat transfer rates over approximately 100 sq ft of surface area.
The primary material candidates for this application were 547 CRES and Inconel 625.
Nickel and other high-conductivity materials for the coolant tube were rejected
due to the high weight factor•
;i
!L
f_J
Figure 24 illustrates the constraints placed on the tube size by stress and wall
temperature conditions. Also shown is the upper limit line for the ratio o _ the
tube OD to tube-wall thickness for 347 CRES and Inconel 625 tubes stressed by an
internal pressure of 2160 psia. It is apparent that Inconel 625 offers the poten-
tial of a design with much thinner tubes and, consequently, less pressure drop
and weight than would a 347 CRES design.
Fabrication experience with Inconel 625 is limited. Brazeability has been demon-
strated, but only for nickel-plated Inconel 625 to 347 CRES; however, there was
some uncertainty as to its brazeability in a hydrogen atmosphere. 347 CRES has
been used extensively for brazed tube assemblies with excellent results. Since
347 CRES would be adequate from the heat transfer and stress stand points, it was
decided not to risk the potential fabrication difficulties of Inconel 625 and to
use 347 CRES for the linear engine nozzle ccolant tube.
A single uppass cooling circuit was selected for the nozzle which offers the ad-
vantage of minimum pressure loss while permitting a reasonable tube size.
The gas-side heat transfer coefficients were calculated for the nozzle contour spec-
ified. The technique used is similar to the Bartz boundary layer analysis. The
coolant-side heat transfer film coefficients were calculated according to the
McCart):'-_ -f correlation. The point of maximum heat transfer coefficient is
where the combustor and tube bundle are joined. Using the above heat transfer
coefficients, the tube size was determined to be 0.200 inch for the diameter and
0.015 inch wall thickness.
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F_gure 24. Lines o£ Hsx_mum OD/_ for 347 CRES and INCO 625
MLth 2160-psL_ Intez_aE Pressure
D
Thermal cycles to failure for the 0.200 x 0.01S wall 347 CRES tube were calculated
to be 62. The analysis used assumed that the tube was rigidly supported and, there-
fore, would yield a value of effective plastic strain somewhat higher than would
be seen in practice. The analysis is therefore conservative and the tube should
easily meet life-cycle requirements.
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External Dimensions (Nozzle Contour)
The nozzle wall contour was initially determined to be an ideal spike designed
for an expansion ratio of 112.94 and truncated to an X/R T = i00 (RT is the nozzle
throat gap of 0.456 inch). This corresponds to 24 percent of the length of a
iS degree half angle plane flow conical nozzle of equal area ratio. A relatively
severe sea level recompression pressure (with accompanying high heat transfer rates)
just downstream of the combustor exit was alleviated by means of a minor contour
change that reduced the effective flow divergence just downstream of the combustor
exit.
THRUST CHAMBER FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
The first 10-foot rail, comprised of 10 combustor assemblies and 2 S-foot nozzle
sections together with corresponding fuel and oxidizer manifolding and support
structure, was completed in July 1971. The second rail, which includes the turbine
exhaust manifold and additional support structure, was completed in August providing
a complete thrust chamber assembly. The thrust chamber assembly process was rela-
tively trouble free.
Each 10-foot rail was assembled separately in a fabrication jig which accurately
positioned each of the component parts. The two S-foot nozzle sections were first
joined by hand brazing along the mating line formed by the end tube of each section.
Furnace brazing of the nozzle sections resulted in transverse distortion (bowing}
of the tube bundles and mislocations of the brazed-on support bands, resulting in
a mating line that was not perfect. The bowed nozzle tube bundles were aligned
on assembly through the use of external clamps and holding fixtures. The strains
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imposed by this procedure resulted in a few cracks in the two tubes at the joint,
which were braze repaired. The cracks and resultant leaks, however, increased
during hot-fire, apparently due to the residual strains imposed here. Adapter
plates were used to compensate for the mislocated hat bands (up to i/2 inch) at
each end of the nozzle bank thereby permitting attachment of the end fences.
None of these assembly difficulties resulted in a significant delay in the assem-
bly schedule.
Welding the fuel manifold to the aft nozzle band end bars was accompanied by some
minor distortion of the aft end of the nozzle. Cracks also developed in the mani-
fold attachment welds at the center of the nozzle. The thermal distortion initially
experienced was later minimized by controlling heat input into the weld joint and
nearly eliminated by selectively torch heating the manifold. The cracking in the
region of the braze joint was eliminated by stopping the weld short of the brazed
region, and closing out the joints with tungsten inert gas (TIG) braze.
Attachment of the combustor assemblies to the nozzle forward end bars was accom-
plished by first welding all I0 combustors together. This was followed by welding
on the 10-foot nozzle. The attachment of the segments to each other by welding
around the segment fuel manifolds caused the end cap closing braze joints of
several of the segment fuel manifolds to develop small leaks. No attempt was
made to seal the leaks, and vent holes were drilled in the end cavities to dis-
charge the hydrogen leakage into the exhaust gas stream. In those segments not
completed at the time the problem was discovered, the closeout braze was replaced
with weld, which eliminated the problem. The TIG brazing of the NARIoy segment
to the copper end bar on the nozzle also resulted in some joint leakage. Repairs
sealed those leak paths.
The thrust chamber assembly was completed by mounting each lO-foot bank assembly
onto the support structure. Dimensional tolerances accumulating between the cham-
ber support ribs and the nozzle tubes required custom shimming of the rib mounting
pads to keep the nozzle flat when attached to the cross structure.
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| The configuration of the base closure seal had previously been proved by laboratorytesting of simulation samples, which permitted the seal fabrication and installation
to proceed smoothly. Interference of turbine exhaust manifold instrumentation
ports with the seal was remedied by relocating the instrumentation ports.
8'
COMBUSTOR FLOW DISTRIBUTION AND CALIBRATION
.!
/"
_r
The combustor assemblies were subjected to a flow distribution and calibration test
prior to installation into the test bed. The flow distribution was determined for
each combustor to ensure the proper inner, outer contour wall and side plate flow
distribution. Flow calibration data were utilized to determine the engine combus-
tor orificing requirements.
Flow distribution in the parallel circuits is controlled by drilled orifice holes
at the coolant exit end of the inner contour wall. The discharge orifices are
drilled oversize with the capability of being peened to reduce inner contour wall
flow. The analytically determined flow resistance for the parallel system is
shown in Fig. 25.
In accordance with the heat transfer analysis, the combustor cooling circuits were
designed to provide 46 percent of the total flow to each contour wall and 4 percent
to each side plate.
The fluid analysis is based on operating conditions with hydrogen and, as such,
utilizes a diminishing density value. The combustor flow distribution evaluation
was accomplished using water (0 = C). The water flow required to yield the proper
hydrogen distribution under hot-fire conditions was determined by utilizing the
resistance values shown in Fig. 25 assuming no resistance shift from hydrogen to
water. The required water flow distribution is:
Inner contour wall 47.2 percent
Outer contour wall 4_.5 percent
Side plates 3.65 percent
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$ In accordance with the analytically determined cooling capacity requirements, atolerance on the flow distribution was established;
Inner contour wall 46.9 to 49.0 percent
Outer contour wall 44.0 to 46.0 percent
Side plates 4.0 to 4.8 percent
Flow distribution for all 21 combustors was established in the medium flow labor-
atory. The inlet and outlet ends of the combustor were fitted with a fixture so
that the flow could be supplied to the inner contour wall inlet and the individual
outlet, flow from each of the four walls could be collected and measured.
C
¢
The test procedure consisted of flowing water at inlet pressures from i00 to 250
psig at uniform discharge pressures controlled by the four discharge valves. Back-
pressure was employed to preclude cavitation. The flowrates from the four walls
of the combustor were measured and utilized to calculate the flow split. The
flow distribution of all 20 combustors was found to be reasonably consistent and
within the specified tolerance limits.
Following the flow tests, the distribution of fuel and oxidizer flow to the indi-
vidual combustors was defined by analysis using a digital multielement flow analysis.
The procedure was initiated by using fuel injection pressure and temperature and
chamber pressure measurements ip conjunction with fuel injector body resistances
defined by analysis and fuel cup resistance defined from the studies of cup pres-
sure drop.
Individual combustor fuel flows were computed and summed to compare to total
measured combustor fuel flow. The sum in most cases agreed with the measured
within I percent or less.
The injector cup pressure drop defined from the fuel-side analysis, the injector
body resistance from the calibration data, and calculated oxidizer system feed
system resistances were used to compute the oxidizer flow to each combustor. The
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sum of the individual flows were compared to total measured flow. Individual com-
bustor c* efficiencies were computed from the calculated flows. They varied by
approximately iS percent. The sum of oxidizer flows, in general, did not agree
with measured values. An iteration procedure was established on individual com-
bustor feed system resistances until the c* efficiencies approached the average
value. The sum of the oxidizer flows then generally agreed with measured values
within less than i/2 percent.
Table 4 shows the results of the computations including pressure drops combustor
heat load, combustor AT, average temperatures, pressure drops, flows, and mixture
ratios for run 012 (1971). The distribution of flow to the individual combustors
remains essentially the same for all test firings. The mixture ratio distribution
shown in the table is typical. The percentage variation of any individual com-
bustor from the mean value remains essentially the same for all runs. The summa-
tion error indicated on fuel and oxidizer flow is in Ib/sec.
Flow distribution testing of the complete engine assembly (both fuel and oxidizer
sides), to verify the analysis and establish more definitive values for the oxidizer
feed system resistance, would permit more precise definition of the flow distribu-
tion. Flowrates from each combustor as a percentage of total flow would be measured.
BASE SEAL
The base seal is a sheet metal member welded to the outer edge of the turbine
exhaust manifold and the fuel manifold. The seal provides a positive means of
preventing gas flow between the turbine exhaust base and the engine compartment
during firing. Figure 26 illustrates the configuration of the base seal installed
on the engine.
Thermal expansion of the turbine exhaust manifold and thermal contraction of the
nozzle fuel inlet manifold results in shear deformation of the seal. The maximum
shear deformation occurs in the corners of the seal. Figure 27 illustrates the
thermal movement of the turbine exhaust manifold and the hydrogen line at this
J
point. Point A on the turbine exhaust manifold translates to A I and point B
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TABLE 4. COMBUSTORFLOWANALYSIS
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9
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9
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9
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TABLE 4. (Concluded)
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?emp = +585 F
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Temp _ -400F
Base Seal
Base Seal
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Figure 26. Base Seal Engine Installation
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Figure 27. Maximum Base Seal Shear Deformation
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on the fuel manifold translates to point B1 as a function of the thermal expansion
and contraction, thereby producing considerable shear deformation (0.476 inch) in
the seal. The amount of shear deformation gradually decreases from the maximum
value sho_,n to zero at the midsection of the seal.
Several designs were subjected to simulated engine shear deformation tests. The
test setup consisted of 1-inch-diameter CRES tubing to which the seal was welded.
Rigid mounting was provided so that the total thermal movement of the seal was
simulated. Liquid nitrogen was employed to chill the cold side. Hot nitrogen
gas was supplied from a furnace-mounted coil to heat the hot side. The hot-side
temperature was overdriven to 800 F ($85 F nominal engine operating temperature)
to compensate for the higher-than-normal temperature of the cold side (-200 F
versus -400 F during engine operation). The differential temperature of 1000 F
was simulated producing the same relative thermal movement of the seal as would
be seen during actual engine operation.
As a result of the laboratory temperature-cycling tests, it was concluded that a
seal was needed offering considerable flexibility and, consequently, resistance
to damage as a result of shear deformation.
The fir_.lwaffle pattern design was evolved to provide a maximum of flexibility.
A S-inch by S-inch square sample (to determine the feasibility of fabrication) was
fabricated of 0.016-inch 302 stainless steel.
The sample was fully annealed and installed in a test setup in which two parallel
sides of the test sample were welded to stainless-steel bars. One bar was rigidly
held, while the other bar was held with a pin slot mechanism. A hydraulic actuator
was used to offset the latter bar, thereby placing the test part in shear deforma-
tion. A dial indicator was used to measure the amount of offset. A total of 530
mechanical cycles (shear deformation) were performed at displacements ranging from
0.1 inch to 0.S inch. A total of 330 cycles were performed with 110 of the cycles
made at 0.S-inch deformation. During cycling at all displacements, the part ex-
hibited excellent flexibility. No tendency to buckle or crack was noted except
adjacent to those cracks that were in the part before testing.
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Following completion of mechanical cycling, the flat sample was formed around a
2-inch-diameter mandrel, thereby simulating the part as it will be installed on
the engine. The part formed readily exhibiting no cracking, buckling, or deform-
ation tendencies during the forming operation (Fig. 28 ).
The engine configuration employs a base seal 8 inches wide fort (_ in a U shape
with a 1-inch-diameter radius. The part tested was only 5 inches wide and was
able to comply with the deflection requirements.
A 7.5- by 7.S-inch mitered corner sample was fabricated using the waffle pattern.
The sample was installed in the mechanical cycling test setup as shown in Fig. 29
The setup consisted of welding the outer periphery of the seal to a rigid metal
bracket with the inner periphery of the seal welded to a steel plate, which could
be displaced with a hydraulic actuator along a line parallel to the resultant
displacmeent of the interior corner.
The corner was subjected to 113 mechanical cycles at a displacement of 0.482 inch.
A double-exposed photograph of the test sample during mechanical cycling is shown
in Fig. 30 • A small crack developed in the mitered weld after 87 cycles. Analy-
sis of the crack indicated that the weld was thin at the point of failure due to
an improper fit prior to welding. The test indicated the waffle pattern miter
corner design to have adequate flexibility and cycle life for the application.
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SYSTEM OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE
TEST SUMMARY
Forty-four tests were conducted on test bed No. I at test stand Delta-2B. Fourteen
tests were ignition/transition tests and 30 tests were mainstage tests. Eight of
the ignition/transition tests were in conjunction with the fluorine ignition sys-
tem) and six were associated with the combustion wave ignition system. Twenty-
ohe of the mainstage tests achieved mainstage for a total mainstage duration of
3112.9 seconds. Three of the mainstage tests exceeded 500 seconds duration (tests
624-022, 023, and 028). Major test objectives, conditions, and results are shown
in Table .a.
START AND CUTOFF
,#
L'
i:
Engine Start
Two engine start techniques were developed on this program to be compatible with
the two ignition systems evaluated. Prior to the first engine tests with each
ignition system, the start sequences were selected with the aid of a digital start
model written for this program. Ignition system dependent engiae start constraints
were investigated during a multisegment component program which is discussed else-
where in this report.
Fluorine I_nition Start
The start sequence developed for the fluorine ignition system is presented in
Fixate 31. When an engine start signal is received, the helium control solenoid
is opened to supply control pressure to the valves, and an engine start timer is
started to allow sufficient time for charging the engine helium accumulator. Upon
expiration of the engine start timer, the engine start solenoid, mainstage start
solenoid, igniter fluorine, and igniter LOX valves are opened and an ignition stage
timer is started. The main propellant valves are sequenced to provide a gaseous
oxygen lead, a necessity discovered during the multisegment program. During the
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ignition stage, main oxidizer, main fuel, and igniter fluorine are supplied in a
gaseous state to the thrust chamber combustors. When ignition has been detected
and the ignition timer has expired, the gaseous hydrogen spin valve is opened to
power the turbomachinery, a gas generator igniter timer is started, and the spin
duration timer is activated. The turbopump5 are powered with the main oxidizer
valve at a first-stage position of 13.5 degrees until the oxidizer dome has primed
and the engine is operating at a throttled position under spin gas power. The
gas generator igniters are fired during the spinup period, and at the expiration
of the spin timer, the gas generator control valve is opened, the igniter fluorine
and spin valves are closed, and the main oxidizer valve is ramped to full open as
the engine bootstraps into mainstage.
Combustion Wave Ignition Start
The engine start logic for the combustion wave igniter (Fig. 32) required a
substantial modification to the start sequence prior to the spin start signal.
The sequence was modified to provide a gaseous hydrogen lead, and an ignition
delay timer to allow the combustion wave manifold to prime with gaseous propellant.
At engine start, the engine start solenoid and main fuel valve are opened, and a
mainstage start timer is started. When the mainstage start timer has expired,
the mainstage start solenoid is actuated opening the main oxidizer valve to 12
degrees, the ignition system propellant valves are opened, and the ignition delay
timer is activated. Upon expiration of the ignition delay timer, _ne spark unit
is fired sending a combustion wave to the combustors, and the igniter oxidizer
valve is closed to prevent afterfire in the premixer unit. An ignition-detect
timer is started to allow time for the detection of 20 injection temperature rise
rates. When ignition has been detected and the timer has expired, the spin valve
is opened and the start sequence from this point is identical with the fluorine
sequence. Typical start transients are presented in Fig. 33through 38
)
/
%
Engine Cutoff
Approximately 70 pounds of liquid oxygen are stored downstream of the main
oxidizer valve on test bed No. I. Cutoff model studies showed that an oxidizer-
side purge at cutoff would result in a sustained oxidizer-rich condition that
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would undoubtedly be damaging to the combustors. No oxidizer purge at all would
result in chugging at cutoff as the oxidizer drained from the manifold and result
in an uncontrolled and unrepeatable cutoff transient. A massive fuel system
purge was selected as a method of --tinguishing the combustors as quickly as
possible. Heat transfer analysis showed that a fuel purge was feasible if the
combustors were driven through stoichiometric mixture ratio and flameout quickly
enough. A S-Ib/sec helium fuel-side purge actuated by a comparator circuit on
the main fuel valve position indicator was selected as the cutoff method. The
cutoff sequence is shown in Fig. 39.
At engine cutoff signal, the igniter valve closes (igniter LOX valve in the
fluorine sequence and igniter fuel valve in the combustion wave sequence), the
mainstage start and mainstage control solenoids are de-energized, and the main
oxidizer and gas generator control valves are closed. The engine start solenoid
is de-energized and the main fuel valve is sequenced closed. When the main fuel
valve reaches 20 percent open, the fuel purge valve is opened and the combustors
inerted.
A typical cutoff transient is presented in Fig. 40.
IGNITION SYSTEM OPERATION
Of the 44 tests conducted on test bed, No. 1,19 tests were run using the gaseous
fl_o_ine ignition system, and 24 tests were started with the combustion wave
igniter. A description of the operation of these system follows.
Fluorine I_nition System
F! _rine ignition was accomplished with a gaseous oxygen and gaseous fluorine
lea o the thrust chamber combustors, followed by the introduction of gaseous
hydrogen after main fuel valve actuation. The 20 fluorine igniter elements, which
were concentric with an oxidizer post in each injector, were allowed to pass
through the stoichiometric hydrogen/fluorine mixture ratio and produced a period
of maximum heat release while the injector was pusing through the stoichiometric
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hydrogen/oxygen mixzure ratio. This ignition sequencing resulted in 19 successful
ignitions. The ignition-detection method used on all test bed No. i tests was
developed during the fluorine ignition component test series. The inner contour
wall discharge temperature (fuel injection temperature) was monitored on all 20
combustors; a ten_erature rise rate in excess of 40 degrees/sec was required on
all combustors to signal ignition detectea. Operationally, ignition is detected
by amplifying the output of 20 fuel injection thermocouples and electronica11/
determining the slope of each signal during the ignition-detection period. If
all 20 signals exhibit a slope exceeding 40 degrees/sec before the ignition-
detection timer expires, an ignition-detected signal is locked in and turbine
spinup is allowed to proceed. The minimum rise rate of 40 degrees/sec was
dictated by the minimum signal-to-noise ratio of the detection circuitry. Multi-
segment testing showed positive ignitions at fuel injection temperature rates as
low as 15 degrees/sec.
No ignition system malfunctions or hardware damage were sustained with the
fluorine ignition system. Ignition occurred on every test, although several
tests were required to adjust the injector mixture ratio so that a detectable
fuel injection temperature slope rate could be obtained.
Combustion Wave l_nition System
The combustion wave ignition syszem was first operated on test 624-007 in 1971
and resulted in a successful, detected ignition on all combustors. Because of
the nature of the start sequence required for the test bed No. 1 combustion wave
igniter concept, an open-air detonation occurred at ignition, necessitating
the use of thrust chamber exit igniters on subsequent tests. In the combustion
wave ignition sequence, the main fuel valve is opened at engine start to provid%
a gaseous fuel lead to the combustors. When the main fuel valve reaches fully
open, the igniter propellant valves are opened to allow priming of the combustion
wave manifold with gaseous, premixed propellants under tank-head pressure. The
main oxidizer valve is opened to the 12-degree position and sufficient time is
allowed to prime the oxidizer feed system and injector manifolds with gaseous
oxygen. _%en the igniter and main propellant manifolds have been filled with
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gaseous propellants, a spark plug is fired in the premixer and a combustion wave
is generated through the premixed propellants flowing through the combustion wave
manifold. As the combustion wave propagates throuzh the manifold, a shock front
soon develops and propagates into a detonation wave with a recovery temperature
in excess of 5000 F. The detonation wave exits into the combustors through 20
igniter elements similar in design to the fluorine elements, igl_iting the triaxial
igniter elements which propagate combustion across the injector face. The igniter
oxidizer valve is closed within 50 milliseconds after the spark signal to prevent
sustained combustion in the premixer. The igniter fuel valve remains open during
spinup and mainstage and provides a positive purge of the combustion wave manifold
to prevent cross-flow communication between combustors. A schematic description
of the combustion wave ignition process is shown in Fig. 41
All 24 tests conducted with the combustion wave ignition system resulted in
successful ignition in 20 segments. Because of the fuel lead start and the reduced
first-stage main oxidizer valve angle investigated during this test series, pump
inlet conditions were varied on several tests until an acceptable ignition mixture
ratio for ignition detection was achieved.
• m--
IGNITION SYSTEMS PROBLEM RESOLUTION
Most ignition system problem areas were resolved during the component development
program conducted at the Los Angeles Division Thecmodynamics Laboratory, the
Rocketdyne Propulsion Research Area, and CTL-3 multisegment test stand. A summary
of problems solved during components testing is presented below; a detailed dis-
cussion of the ignition systems component development program is discussed else-
where in this report.
i. Injector Ignition Limits--injector mixture ratios exceeding 1.25 were
found necessary for oxygen-hydrogen ignition with either gaseous fluorine
or combustion wave ignition
2. Ignition Detection--externally mounted thermocouples we:e proved inadequate
for monitoring ignition detection. The inner contour wall discharge tem-
perature thermocouples were monitored through a slope detection circuit
to successfully detect main propellant ignition.
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Fuel-lead Start--The proposed fuel-lead start sequence for test bed
No. 1 with the fluorine ignition was proved inadequate for ignition-
detection purposes during multisegment testing. A successful oxygen-
lead sequence was develoi, ed during multisegment testing and was used
during test bed No. I evaluation.
Fluorine-Hydrogen Hypergcilcity--Two instances of fluorine-hydrogen ig-
nition failure were cfmountered on the multisegment with the fuel-lead
start sequence. The problem could not be duplicated in an extensive
test series conducted with identical test setup conditions. The problem
was considered a statistical result of marginal operating conditions
with the fuel lead caused by poor element mixing and high combustion
zone velocity_ The oxygen-lead sequence, which allowed both the igniter
e!ement and main injector _c_ pas_ through stoichio_cT_ic :_ixture r_tio,
resulteJ in no ijn_tion failures.
Premlxer Co_bustion--The premixer design for test bed No. 1 did :,¢t
allow cyclic combustion wave generation. An unidentified heat source in
the premixer, eit,ler a hot surface or low-level combustion in the pre-
mixer element, resulted in sustained combustion on attempts to reprime
the premixer with oxygen and hydrogen. The premixer can be redesigned
to eliminate hot spots and to purge the oxidizer manifold prior to
reclycling the combustion wave process.
During engine testing, ignition-detection problems were encountered with the
slope detection system. The signal-to-noise ratio of the amplification circuitry
did not allow slope detection rates of less than 40 degrees per second to be
monitored. The ignition mixture ratio was increased by adjusting pump inlet con-
ditions, and successful ignition detection was achieved. An open-air detonation
problem with the combustion wave sequence was discovered on the first engine test
with this system. Exit igniters were provided on each side of the thrust chamber
toeliminate the problem. An additional test was conducted without exit igniters
using approximately one-half the propellant priming time used on the first test.
An open-air detonation still occurred at igniti=n, and the exit igniters were re-
installed for the remaining tests on the engine.
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| MAINSTAGE PERFORHM_CE
Performance data on ai! tests which achieved mainstage are shown in Table 5
De*ailed data for test 624-029 are shown in Table 6 , which also reflects the
"rated performance" based on test 624-029. "Rated performance" is at sea level
_ith nominal engine inlet pressures, design chamber pressure, engine mixture
ratio, ann fuel turbine inlet temperature.
The site engine specific impulse reiatJve to average P and mixture ratio isc
shown in Fig. 42. Ti_e correlation w_th Pc is exceptionally good.
PerfonT, ance-time trends are shown in Fig. 43 through 45 Compared to the J-2S
30 _o 120
engine, test bed No _ _+_h_,_ rapidly The thrust change from
seconds mainstage duration is 2.2 percent for J-2S and 0.73 percent for test bed
No. i.
i
?
i
!)
;?
_p
Figures 46 through SO show the engine performance variations resulting from pro-
pellant utilization valve operation on test 624-028. The average &MR obtained
with the PU valve from closed to open was 0.82 mixture ratio units. AMR can
readily be increased by increasing the PU valve inlet orifice diameter (test bed
No. i utilized the J-2S valve configuration).
The gain factors applicable to test bed No.
test data to be as follows:
Oxidizer Turbine Bypass Orifice Area (in. 2)
_p _Tft.
&MRe c _ -66 in _ -77
= -0,29, AA ' AA
1 were determined empirically from
0A_' _ sec 2 )R = _2 ft3_in 2
4
il
I
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GG LOX System Resistance
AP ATft-
C in
_- 0.53
= O, _ = -0.22, AR
2
.pAP _ sec 2)
{R : _2 ft3_in
GG Fuel System Resistance
AP ATft-
AMR c xn +5.8
--=0 0 -AN 'HE -=
THRUST VECTOR MEASUREMENTS
The thrust measuring system for test bed No. i is shown in Fig. 51 Although
the system is redundant, the additional attach points were considered necessary
to properly restrain the assembly during transient operating periods or in the
event of a test bed malfunction. Careful attention to hardware and facility
alignments while oper@ting the test bed permitted accurate resolution of the true
thrust vector. Comparison of thrust vectors, with and without the additional
restraints, showed insignificant thrust vector changes.
Test bed No. i thrust vector readings are recorded in Table 7 Note that thrust
was not measured in the X-plane during tests 624-009 through 624-011.
As an aid to analysis, system and thrust chamber values of site mixture ratio and
average chamber pressure and system thrust also are given in Table 7 .
At present, no differences are shown between engine and thrust chamber values of
thrust. Thrust contributions by the turbine exhaust gases with the present end
fence configuration are not measured separately and are assigned as part of thrust
chamber thrust.
.)
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TABLE 6. TEo_ BED NO. i MAI_STAGE pF_RMANCE
TEST 624-029 A_ -_'RATED
System Performance (Site)
Thrust, pounds
Mixture Ratio
Specific Impulse, seconds
Oxidizer Weight Flow, ib/sec
Fuel Weight Flow, ib/sec
Total Weight Flow, ib/sec
_bient Press_e
2. Thrust Chamber Performance--Average
o
Mixture Ratio
Pressure TnJector, psi& (Static)
c* Injector
c* Efficiency Nozzle
Oxidizer Weight Flow (Total), Ib/sec
n_1 weight Flow (To_1), ib/s_
Total Weight Flow, ib/sec
Throat Area Correction (Total), in.2
EXpansion Ratio (Estimated)
Test 624-029
(site
2O652O
5- 5237
3ho.87
512.99
9_.87
6o5.85
13.81
5.89_6
7541.6_
0.9?09
5o7.17
86.07
593.2_,
iii.38
115.82
Fuel Pump Perfor._ce
Y_let Pressure, psia (Total)
Outlet Pressure, psi& (Total)
Inlet Density, Ib/cu ft
Outlet Density, ib/cu ft
Pum_ Speed, rpm
Head, feet
Volume Flow, gpm
Weight Flow, Ib/aec
Efficiency, percent
Required Horsepower
g3.03
2]._8.66
k._o9
_.6_5
30986
6_6_o.6
_.87
o.7_
_o98.8
_. Oxidizer Pump Perforua_ce
Outlet Pressure, psla (Te_aA;
Inlet Density, Ib/cu ft
Outlet Density, ib/cu ft
Speed, rim
Head, feet
Volume Flow, gpa
Weight FIC_, ib/uC
EfflclencY_ percent
Required Kor_epover
5o.17
1797.79
7o.89
_i.0
zo o
3_3.2
5z_.99
o.7_8
_67_._
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Rated*
5._ooo
501.30
91.15
59_._,5
_.7o
5.8,?.85
L?.2_.O
7555.35
0.9709
495 • 55
85.02
58O.57
111.38
_5.8_
30.00
2119._3
_._Ol
_.6o6
3o85_
6_7.3
9R95.9
9_._5
o.7z_9
_7_.6
39.00
_7_9.11
7o.89
7o.88
10837
3_7_._
3178._
50Z.30
o.72k2
k_88.3
TABLE 6. (Concluded)
.
Gas Generator Performance
Oxidizer Weight Flow, ib/sec
Oxidizer Density, ib/cu ft
Fuel Weight Flow, lb/sec
Fuel Density, ib/cu ft
Total Weight Flow, lb/sec
Mixture Ratio
Pressure Injector Calculated, psia
6. Fuel Turbine Performance
.
Total Weight Flow, ib/sec
Inlet Pressure, psia (Total)
Exit pressure, psia (Static)
Pressure Ratio
Inlet Pressure, psia (Static)
Inlet Temperature, R
Exit Temperature, R
Developed Horsepower
Efficiency, percent
Oxidizer Turbine Performance
Total Weight Flow, lb/sec
Inlet pressure, psia (Total!
Exit pressure, psia (Static;
Preasure Ratio
Inlet pressure, psia (Static)
Inlet TemPerature, R
Exit Temperature, R
Developed Horsepower
Efficiency, percent
Test 624-029
(site)
5.815
70.78
6.801
4.39
£2.616
o.855
1116.oo
12.616
io60.83
118.71
8.936
3.01,5 .81
1516.4
lO3O.18
15o98.7
o.6353
10.983
I17.15
_0._
2.896
II_.36
"_o3o.18
886.36
_672.1
O. 5936
Rated*
(Sea Level)
5-75
70.79
6.125
4.38
11.877
0.939
1076.91
11.877
1023.84
112.97
9.o63
1009.39
_66o.3
1138.25
0.6247
lO.168
z_.6o
38.93
2.867
lo8.95
].138.25
983._
i_88.3
o.587o
m
*Rated Pc' MR, and T
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Figure 42. Linear Test Bed Program, Site Engine Specific Impulse vs
Chamber Pressure and Mixture Ratio
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Trends, Test 624-028
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Test 624-028
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Figure 47. Linear Tes% Bed Program, Test Bed No. 1Performmce vs
Hixture Ratio, Test 624-028
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Corrections were applied to the resultant thrust vector to correct for LOX and
fuel inlet duct forces. The dumped water flowrate through the end fences of
approximately 40 lb/sec contributed about 295 pounds of force; however, pretest
thrust measurement zeros were taken with the water flowing and test values did
not require correction.
Test-to-test consistency on the thrust vector measurement is shown in Fig. 52,
which indicates the thrust vector pier;e point displacements from the gimbal
center in the X-Z plane. This value is unaffected by the missing load measure-
ments along the X axis.
THRUST CHAMBER PERFORMANCE
. i
The relationship of chamber pressure and mixture ratio for the mainstage tests
performed on breadboard No. 1 engine are displayed in Fig.53 A fairly uniform
relationship exists, as the figure indicates. Performance data are displayed as
a function of chamber pressure only because, for this engine, knowing a chamber
pressure implies a corresponding mixture ratio.
Figure 54 displays the results of mainstage tests of site engine specific impulse
as an average value of 346 seconds indicated at a chamber pressure of 1200 psia.
Site specific impulse was computed using measured thrust as being the result of
the summation of the vertical load cell measurements. Measured flowrates from
the facility flowmeter was used for the engine flow rate.
Figure 54 displays c* efficiency as a function of chamber pressure for the main-
stage tests. The darkened symbols reflect c* computed using an estimated throat
area change of approximately 2 percent posttest 005 caused by the chamber erosions.
The latter tests in the series indicated a depressed c* efficiency as compared to
the earlier testing. This was brought about by an accumulation of hydrogen leaks
in the combustors due to wall erosions and leakages from the nozzle.
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Characteristic velocity was computed from:
PNS At g
C* = "P_
Wprimary
_lere
PNS = Pc Avg Homentum correction_Rayleigh Loss /
HomentumCorrection =
144
1 ÷ A. P
znj c avg Of Af 0o Ao J
where Ao, Af is the oxidizer and fuel injection area, respectively. Rayleigh loss
was a curve fit of the Rayleigh loss as a function of contraction ratio. Average
contraction ratio was used. The value of the Rayleigh Io_ was approximately
1.022. The throat area wa3 taken as:
At = CD L x Gavg 20 x 0.000269 (Pc avg
1
or, the sum of individual throat areas corrected for pressure effects on the throat
area (approximately 3.2 percent). The discharge coefficient was used as a product
of the potential flow discharge coefficient and bcundary layer viscous effects
(CD_ 0.99).
The primary flowrate was computed by subtracting the estimated gas generator
flows from measured engine flows; c* efficiency was computed from:
• B-.
C*
nC* = C*
theor
x 100
ii R-9049122
| The site data recorded for the breadboard engine corrects to an altitude specificperformance value of 455 seconds utilizing existing wind tunnel data to correct
the nozzle thrus t: coefficient from the test pressure ratio to vacuum. Vacuum Is
was computed as follows:
C*
Vacuum I = -----'- (CT measured x CF optimum x e overall
s g CT ratio
PRde s
CF measured
where C T measured = CF optimum
C T ratio = wind tunnel data
best fit for linear nozzle (Fig. 55 )
overall = overall expansion area ratio
PRde s = design pressure ratio
C
J_
_j
,r'
%..
Measured Nozzle Pressure Profiles
Figures 56 through 58 display measured nozzle wall pressures as compared to the
predicted pressure profiles at chamber pressures of 600, 900, and 1200 psia.
Ripples developed in the nozzle wall near the upstream pressure tap. Attempts
were made to correct the measured values for this effect, as indicated in the
figures. The measured values, in general, agree quite well with the theoretical
predicted values particularly at chamber pressures of 900 Fsi or greater.
Nozzle Heat Load
Figure 59 indicates the measured nozzle heat load of Btu/sec as a function of
the operating pressure ratio of the engine for all mait_stage tests. The antici-
pated relationship is indicated in thc figure. The data indicate good agreement
with expected values near 1200-psi chamber pressure. The nozzle heat load was
below expected values at lower chamber pressures.
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Figure 56. Breadboard Engine No. I Nozzle Pressure Pro£ile
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| Base Pressure Measurements
Figure 60 shows the average values of the base pressure measurements taken for the
mainstage tests as a function of engine operating pressure ratio. The base pres-
sure was nearly constant at 96 percent of the ambient pressure. Figure 61 indi-
cates the distribution of pressure longitudinally and iu the transverse direction
across the base. Base pressure tended to be lower near the edges and peaked near
the center portion of the base.
r
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Measured Fuel In)ection Temperatures
Figures 62 and 63 display the outer contour wall and inner contour wall fuel
injection tcmperatures for each combustor recorded during mainstage testing.
Specific data points are not shown in the interest of clarity. Lines drawn on
the figures for each combustor represent the average of the data obtained for that
combustor. The data were qui_e consistent permitting the outer contour wall temper-
ature to be defined in terms of inner contour wall temperature. Combustor 6 (Fig.
62) indicated the largest differential between inner and outer wall contour temper-
ature varying from a differential of approximately 100 to 1SO F. The inner contour
wall temperature was higher than the outer contour wall.
The data were used in this form to obtain an average injection temperature in per-
formance and flow distribution studies. _e limitation of the number of -_ .... '"
available for recording temperature would not permit simultaneous recording Of all
40 injection temperature values.
Comparison of Design and Test Operating Conditions
Table 8 compares selected engine and combustor segment operating parameters for
test 029 to the values anticipated in the original design.
The system flow resistance and pressure drop was less than anticipated. The com-
bustor average throat area was larger than design. The throat areas of the combus-
tors will be sized during fabrication to maintain desired values in future use.
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HARDWARE DURABI LITY
A total of 44 tests was performed on breadboard engine No. I. Included in this
total were 23 mainstage tests, achieving an accumulated mainstage duration of 3113
seconds. Table 9 presents the hardware condition associated with each test.
The initial tests demonstrated the operational and structural integrity of the
test bed hardware. Ignition, start, mains tage, and cutoff operations were ,,eri-
fied with no serious hardware discrepancies noted. The combustors, injectors,
injection elements, igniter elements, turbine exhaust, turbine exhaust base seal,
and all structural members exhibited excellent durability. The only hardware dis-
crepancies were associated with the tube wall nozzles, end fences, and the combus-
for walls. These abnormalities did not preclude achieving the overall test objec-
tives, and are of the type normally encountered during initial testing of a new
concept.
The following sections present descriptions of the problem areas with explanation
as to cause and the proposed method of correction on future designs.
NOZZLE TUBE DURABILITY
Tube erosion was observed after the initial ignition test (624-001) and was ex-
perienced only with the nozzle tubes. Tube erosion was observed ou the nozzle
tubes adjacent to combustors I, 2, 3, 8, 9, and i0 on the road side, and combus-
tots 12, 13, 15, 18, 19, and 20 on the flame si,'e. The locatien of the segments
whic! exhibited eroded nozzle tubes is shown in Fig. 64.
The erosions began 0.25 inch below thz tube-to-copper transition interface, and
were 0.1 to 0.4 inch in length. Typical tuoe erosion is shown in Fig. 65. A
total of 198 tubes was eroded. Figure 66 indicates the number and location of
the eroded tubes with respect to e_ch combusto_.
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BREADBOARD ENGINE NO.
POSTTEST HARDWARE
CONDITIONS
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bt_ enlflce _ld
cr_k m
mi_l | pleeee, II
te :re ikll_l Iraqi,
IS Iq_JtO fe_d It
teoe _eel. $ _f
Co_ll_nts
eat ten_;nlted It 7B_ IlCOIIdl doe
to erratic Pc colbostor No. So end
sudden increase of te_arature in
¸engine compartnent near flame side
of nozzle. Indication of fire in
engine compartlent
llmiti_ not achieved on all col-
busters, Fue! supply to preco_-
buster not properly connected.
Large detonation below base.
Successful test-e!_ co|busters
ignited with exlt igniters. NO
detonation,
Test cut prior to spin due to no
i&mltton detect; coebustors 12,
Le, 16, I', 18, and 19.
rest cut prior to spin; colbustor
tg ignition 120 uS after cbt
_ucce_sfu_ ii_Itlon and spin test.
Eroskons (2) o_ commbusror 13 filed
throuEh during r_ork. No erosion
noted. Ma_nstagn duration lO.!
records.
_ll crack noted in oxidizer Inlet
osbustOr 14. Malnstlle duration
0.1 secc_d_.
TABLE
Test temineted at 81.3 seconds due
) ftze in en|ine cmmpertment caused
i nozzle I_ tube leeks. 2-inch-
L_eter ho_e bo_cl th_oulh top of
mbustor 13 at backup st_,_ture due
c_ebustor fuel mmlfold _0 weld
leak. Ozidtser inlet combustor 14
cracked.
1st temineted at 0.9 second. L_X.
linlta$11 O[ Sil_ el d_ t_ ve_IS
eat terminated It _ll.k eatable.
CoW, utter 6 ezeNJe4 fuel Inlet red-
line teH _reture' No evidence of
file in engine ¢a_ll_rt_mt.
et tefllilulted et 2_?.3 gW_'IdS;
Tev_ *_ • aid II escNded fwl In
re_lle4 IW'";," _mmsmt_8_O
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Accmeulated Pressure, Avere|e -El lsllnt$ / Elements Colbultor WIlls
+ T.... pail+ "| /
No. Test Date Tests Tildl Test Objectives Test Conditions
I- -72 8 Saml as 016; tarEet-So0 Sew is 016; If redhne value! "" - NO dis repanclee NO discrepancies No discrepancies No dlscrep_n¢l
_ I seconds; col_ustor _allz ere echteved test to be
polished; turbine exhaust s_itched to null PU ind a new
+ repaired; bell loll re rldline established 30 delrell
paired; lid-section of lbove stablized null PU; fuel
I_ + fable size nozzll leek re injector temperature noted
plirad; static nozzle durin| test Ol?
!ms+ transducers inltallld; I
i bile pressure probel
repaired .. .- No discrepancies No discrepancies No discrepancies No discrepenci
i _ -72 32 8gg.0_ SsJe as 018 Same as 018 except oxidizer
= inlet _8 psi|; fuel inlet
! ;l psi|
0 7Z 33 1179 a"_ Is O19 Same as oig No discreplncies Dsrk discolors Slllht faultless of OCN and large lelk It
null - S seconds 755.g 68 tlon around in- ICW. No nan erosions flue slde not
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lo_ co.buster
rlndos ill cam- l, _, 9, _,
busters. No lg, end 20
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021 3-24-72 34 _lower fuel inlet pressure 27 psig, oxidizer inlet 3_
on Ignition traflsient. NO psig. Fuel inlet redlxne 14, IS, I _
exit burners Nozzle leeks t_perltures:
repaired, sell cracks re- cotbustor 2 190 F
)iired colbustor walls 17 L_ F
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I
IE# OC_ roughness+
_o new erosions gas s_,_- of
_ 0_2 0-72 35 215 _a_e Is 01g Turbine ex- Size as 020 except fuel inlet discrepancies No discrepancies General
_aust end blse sell re- 31 psig, oxidizer inlet 35 Sh:,ding b]
ch,nge _n noz
paired, Cosbustor ua|ls psig: on hot-_as sl
polished; lelk at mid- lO-second null PU
_ section of fllL_e side lO- to _O-second minimum PU
nozzle replired 20- to _2l-second _xlmum Pi ,8
371- to 500-second null _ _
ii I ICW OC, rou,}_ .... Nod ..... _.n,
i slight increase in erosion pressure prol
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-- o-
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:_ "+_ -19-72 41 _ame es 025; co.buster Slll es OZ4wl_l$ polished ImximUm PU O_S c_ease in t
• nominal PU RS4
s,m_ NO dlscrlpa
IS, 19, end
_ olldlzer dlz¢rapancies NO dlscrepencxes New _inor eroslchs noted on
029 1-21-72 2 Oetemtne perfor+mlnce end _ as 024 except
i hardware durebsl _ty at inlet 40 psig _uel snlet coml_stor 2 7 erosions
t2SO+psi Pc, S.S N_ cos- 30 pill: 3 3
)osier val|s polished, S.s_ond null 1124 4 l
LI_ of besa plate replaced; lO,l-second SllXtm_le IZg_ _ l
_ fl_sh+sloumted base II s
pressure trlnsducers in- Ib
steeled; end fence lussetl l_ 2
repaired 20 12
• . ¢ inlet- No discr@clal No diKr@ciae Siiiht il_rosle _n surface _o dl_ctl
._,. 0 5-21-72 15 ,O64 Test ,tln_durlt,ont .... t _ ;:l_29_u:;l_lt.29, 6 _oo_,., No ...... ion,
900-plte Pc and 4.0 14R • ' "
r ' lie co/l_stot fuel inlet
_i_i C_bustor vails polished P ; azure redltnee
atilt T reture tim telq_lr ...In" . m cosbultor 2 leu ,
litivape_mt iaetelladgm • lOS P
Itutbkna el)ulult blos end 1; 121 P
_41la sell" II 171 P N_ dktclllPlllclal No dilcrella_lee _irfl_e of ¢oil_lltOr _l|ll_. I _,
E "-- is test Oil mqllt; all _ell melosss _zqm I =_ _.'_.
mm ( S-l$ 44 1114 lSlle IS 0_0; ¢ollmstleql _m ,-- PU gQ? | If. I+, I
[ I +--..i / test ill.
Vdrdware Condttto_
dOS
of OC.a and
erosions
roulhno.. NO
_:tlos
_o discrepancies
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fl_e side nozzle cold side.
_ozzle hot-IaS side leaks be o
lOW c_bustor exit. Combustor
l, 2, g, 10, 12, 13, 14, 18,
IS, end 20
_sall cracks noted in nozzle
tubes O.S inch from transition
piece belay combustor 17, 13,
14, IS, l_, 19, and 20
No:zle leak mld-section cold-
8" side of fiIme-slde ._ozz]e.
Sh_eldinl blown Iwey, NO
ch_nie in nozzle tube tracks
on hot-gas slde
_o discrepancies. One lozzte
probe failed. Slight
increase in mslnitude c f noz-
zle tube cricks belay coabustor
_o nozzle pressure probes on
hat band 2. and 12 on hat band
10 foiled; copper film* spraye_
on nozzle betsy combustot 1.
5. i_nd 6. Nozzle tubo crocks
belay ccabustor 14, 18, lP,
and 20 sli|htly Increased
Leek on cold-|re side of
tim-side nozsle et top hat
bands 3 and 3. Sll|ht in-
creese in tube splits below
c_uStots IZ, 13, 14, 13,
IS, 19, end 20
o
End Fdmc.
NO discrepancies
CoiIelt s
TeSt terminated durin$ i|nltion
phase. CosbuStOT 14 indicated
late ignition.
NO discrepancies
No changn
T_be splits
noted in fence
tubes adjece_t
nozzle at coI-
bustor l, lO, im4
ZO. Cricks l_
end fence
I_manots
E_d fll_Cl _sIet
cracked
Tube splits in
4_d f_ceS It
nozzle interface
No discrepancies
Numerous seal
cricks, l _ total,
miter corner.
cr|¢_ combustor
II
Explosion _n base
turbine exist*st;
ortfxce plate pul-
led awIy from end
plate on _3 side,
N_erou_ cracks in
orifice plste and
blse seal. Soil do-
forwe_! base;
probe _o, _ d_Ile4
Oent_ and tears in
base orzfice plate.
Base seal had n_-
erous leaks It
mater corner on
bu_tor l and lO
kll base pressure
probes except NO,
failed, Turblne
elhaust plats
pulled away f_m
str_¢ture o_ fiale
side.
_merous smll
leeks. No cyieks
.o
Turbine exhaust
bose orifice plate
hld extensive
creckln8 |ldsantio;.
termination at llinstsge
control signll " 0.230 second
due to re-establishment of ISS
lenerItor igniter break links
:ontinuity.
ter_Inated at 280.S seconds
to drop in flame bucket
coolant pressure caused by
throulh inst_entation
lines. Lines bur_ed by fire in
online coapertlent on flaIe
side.
terlinatzon at 2,5 seconds
fuel znlet red line pres-
Redllne not set at proper
evel colpitible _ith 27-psi|
_uel inlet pressure ExplosiOlt
base ares due to fuel accumu-
_o exit igniters.
eco_d duritton. Ran It
PU from _I tO SO0 seconds
fuel supply.
-second duration. Co.bus-
NO. IS exceeded redline fuel
znjector tesperiture; it 17S
eecon&_PU changnd to null. No
fire in enIine
:o_partment.
teraineted at 272 seconds
automatic fuel tur-
znlot overtesperature. No
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fuel injector temperature red-
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transient; no spin; co,busters
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_erllinlted prior to spin; ¢oI-
islet 18 late il_ition detect.
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system did not work
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The tubes in the center of each combustor (four to six tubes) were not eroded,
with the exception of combustor 12. The highest concentration and greatest mag-
nitude of erosion were associated with combustors 18, 19, and 20. A large per-
centage of the tubes which were not eroded exhibited discoloration. Downstream
of the erosion, the nozzle was in excellent condition.
Following test 001, all eroded tubes were weld repaired and the nozzles coated
with zirconium oxide 0.015-inch thick from the weld of the combustor transition
piece to a line 3 inches aft (Fig. 67). The coating was added to provide pro-
tection while safe start and cutoff transients were being developed.
During the second ignition test, an extended fuel cutoff and a lower mixture ratio
start transient was employed to eliminate nozzle erosion. No tube erosion was
noted on subsequent tests.
The nozzle tubes immediately downstream of the zirconium oxide coating, and in
alignment with the dark streak on combustor No. 2, exhibited slight overheating.
The combustors on the flame side did not exhibit streaking. A slight amount of
surface chipping was noted on the leading edge of zirconium oxide on both sides.
The degree of chipping was not considered significant. Following test 624-002,
the zirconium oxide coating was extended to a point 18 inches below the transi-
tion piece weld.
During subsequent tests (624-005 through 624-013), chipping and flaking of the
zirconium oxide was progressive. Figure 68 illustrates typical coating surface
chipping. In numerous locations, the coating was comple:_lY chipped off exposing
the nozzle tubes. No evidence of tube wall erosion was noted, indicating the
start and cutoff sequence modifications incorporated were successful in prevent-
ing tube damage.
Following test 624-012 (a 100-second mainstage test), a helium leak check indicated
several leaks on the cold side of the nozzle, principally on the flame side. Approx-
imately 30 percent of the leaks were in the region of the braze joint between the
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two sections of the nozzle. The remaining leaks were adjacer,t to the fences,
where the cracks in the end tubes were circumferential. Numerous attempts to re-
pair the leaks at the _enter braze joint were not successful due to difficulty in
determining the exact location o£ the leaks.
A fire was noted in the engine compartment during six of the mainstage tests.
They were attributed to hydrogen leakage on the cold-gas side c2 the flame side
nozzle.
The cracks are attributed in part to stresses imposed during assembly. The joints
at the center and ends did not ££t properly, requiring clamping and hand fitting.
The joint clearances were excessive and stresses were induced in the joints by the
straightening of the distortions from the furnace brazing. Further stresses are
introduced by the thermal gradients during test, particularly at the water-cooled
end fence attachment to the hydrogen-cooled nozzle where a large thermal gradient
is present.
Improvements in the straightening and fitting of the nozzle sections at the center
and end joints should eliminate the stresses and prevent the leakage encountered.
Reinforcements are planned for test bed No. 2 on the end tubes at the hat band
joint.
Following test 624-017 (16 March 1972}, numerous small leaks were noted on nozzle
tubes below combustors 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, and 20. The small leaks, de-
tected by pressurization o£ the nozzle tubes with helium, were located approxi-
mately 0.25 inch below the copper transition piece.
This is the same location where the tubes were weld repaired following the initial
ignition test. No evidence o£ tube cracks could be seen. The zirconium oxide re-
mained invact over the leakage areas, ks the test program progressed, the tube
leakage became £ncreasingly widespread and more severe. Followlng test 624-021,
visible cracks were noted in the zirconium oxide exposing the tube circumference
and longitudinal cracks.
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END FENCE DLRABILITY
Buckling of the end fence was first noted after test 624-004. Each fence was
buckled approximately 20 inches below the combustor exits. Figure 69shows a
typical fence illustrating the buckling.
Following test 624-005, the fences were straightened and the gussets slotted to
provide increased flexibility and, therefore, increased ability to accommodate
thermal strain. The buckling reappeared and remained essentially unchanged during
the subsequent tests with no operational or functicnal problems noted.
The water-co_!ed fences on test bed No. 1 do not represent a finalized design of
a hydrogen-cooled fence of the type that would be used on an operational engine.
Since the fence in the buckled condition performs its function, no further work
to preclude the buckling was performed.
Following test 624-020 small cracks in the end fence tubes interfacing with the
nozzle were noted on the fences below combustor I0 and 20. The cracks were weld
repaired. Cracks were noted again following tests 624-024 and 624-029. The
cracks are thought to be caused by thermal fatigue associated with the large
temperature difference between the tube wall nozzle and the end fences.
INJECTORS AND IGNITER ELEMENTS DURABILITY
No abnormalities were noted with respect to the injector faces or injection ele-
ments. Followi_g the initial mainstage test. the tips of igniter elements in
combustors No. 2 and 8 exhibited slight tip erosion. The condition did not appear
to increase as a result of the subsequent msinstage tests, and does not appear to
warrant corrective action.
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NOZZLE ASSEMBLY DURABILITY
Test 624-004 was the first test during which the tube-wall nozzle was exposed to
an extended chill. Fuel pump spinup was accomplished on this test. Ripples in
the nozzle were observed posttest. T_,r:e distinct ripples were noted in both
nozzles, located between the first four hat bands below the combustor exits.
Following test 624-007 (the first LOX dome prime test), the ripples increased
slightly. The condition did not change significantly during the remainder of
the program. Figure 70 illustrates the nature of the nozzle ripples.
The thermal gradients in the tube from the hot to cold side induce stresses beyond
the yield point. The residual stresses Qroduced caused the tube to bow in the
manner observed.
An increase in the tube cross section to provide an increased area moment of iner-
tia of the tube is believed necessary in future nozzles to prevent the ripples.
The tubes did not bo,_ immediately adjacent to the combustor where the thermal grad-
ient is most severe. 23ais section of the tube is dimpled on the back side to in-
crease coolant velocity. A wire is brazed in the dimple, thus provtding a signi-
ficant increase in the cold side resistance to bending.
TURBINE EXHAUSTS AND BASE SEAL DURABILITY
The turbine exhaust and the base seal have performed t1_eir intended function, ex-
hibiting no serious abnormalities. The turbine exhaust orifice plate has exhibited
dents and subsequent cracking as a result of thermal cycling. The dents did not
present a problem relative to operation.
During an exverimental ignition-only test (test 624-007), an open-air explosion
occurred below the engine, producing deformation of both zhe urbine exhaust cri-
fice plate and the base seal. The turbine exhaust orifice plate exhibited large
• 11ae base seal was deformed due to overpressure causing
dents with sharp ra_iiexplosio n also moved the complete turbine exhaust upward
numerous cracks. The
approximately 0.5 inch, bending the support members. Figure 71 illustrates the
damage noted.
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COMBUSTORS
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BASE SEAL CROSS SECTION
Turbine Exhaust and Base Seal Damage Following
Test 624-007
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| The base seal cracks were weld repaired. No effort was made to remove the turbineexhaust dents or to straighten the support members. As a result of subsequent
tests, numerous cracks were noted in both the seal and the exhaust orifice plate.
These were weld repaired. Another explosion occurred in the base area during test
624-021, another experimental start sequence test. The magnitude and extent of
the seal and turbine exhaust damage increased. As the test program progressed,
cracking in the orifice plate and seal progressed. Following each test, the
cracks were weld repaired. After test 624-029, the cracks in the turbine exhaust
orifice plate were not repairable. Approximately 30 percent of the plate was re-
placed. No further orifice plate problems were encountered during the remaining
two mainstage tests.
COMBUSTOR EROSION
Test 624-005 was conducted on January 19 for a duration of 78 seconds at an average
chamber pressure of 1170 psi at a 5.6 engine mixture ratio. During this test, sig-
nificant erosions occurred on all but I of the 20 combustors. The erosions re-
quired approximately 2 weeks of hand smoothing (polishing) repairs. The experience
of test 005 and its background is discussed to delineate the underlying causes and
significance of the damage experienced. The effects on subsequent testing and their
results are summarized.
In an attempt to delineate the cause for the combustor erosions, the most enlight-
ening description comes from observations of differences from the multisegment
testing to the breadboard testing. Table I0 is a sun_nary of the major differences
believed to contribute to the onset of erosions, a discussion of which follows.
The start transient of the test bed lasts 4 to 5 seconds and transits from a low
mixture ratio during ignition to a high mixture ratio in mainstage. The fuel in-
jection velocity of the test bed was about 20 percent higher than the multisegment
due to higher injection temperatures and a lower mixture ratio. The heat flux and
wall temperature of the multisegment closely follow expected values. The heat flux
and wall temperature parameters on the test bed increase with the number of tests
and test duration if the wall surface finish is not maintained by a smoothing
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operation. Cold-flow element mixing tests indicate the injector elements produce
a high mixture ratio combustion zone next to the combustor walls during the thrust
buildup from LOX dome prime to mainstage. Evidence from the movie coverage indi-
cates some form of copper oxidation during the start transient. The NARIoy material
oxygen content was significantly higher than that of the multisegment hardware.
The erosions on the test bed combustors were approximately 0.5 inch in width com-
pared to the multisegment erosions which were approximately O.lO0-inch wide.
Data studied and evidence in the form of hardware condition and types of erosions
would indicate the injector to be the primary cause of the combustor erosions. The
most probable mechanism is chemical reduction of the combustor interior surface
material by the hydrogen-rich environment during ignition followed by oxidation
during the LOX dome prime and transition to mainstage.
The oxidation is caused by the injector element mixing characteristics described
above. The surface produced by this type of reaction would be porous, the surface
roughness gradually increasing depending on the amount of reaction that has taken _
place. This surface layer would exhibit a low thermal conductivity, thus tending !
to increase the wall surface temperatures. This surface roughness condition, once _
produced, would tend to be aggravated by the mainstage operating conditions. Local i
hot spots would appear and deterioration would be progressive with time. The single- _
element mixing test indicate that significantly higher mixture ratios would be pre-
sent near the combustor walls at the mainstage steady-state injection conditions of
the engine compared to the multisegment operating conditions at chamber pressures
near 900 psia. This condition wGuld further aggravate the progressive roughening
of the combustor w_ll in mainstage.
The combustor material oxygen content could contribute to accelerating the oxida-
tion reduction of the combustor walls by providing a source of oxygen within the
R-9049
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Description and Characteristics of Combu_tor Erosions
Approximately 80 percent of all major erosions were on the inner contour walls.
All erosions noted on the outer contour were minor, in many instances surface
roughness only. A photograph of the combustor exhibiting the most excessive ero-
sion is shown in Fig. 72.
Repairs performed on the combustor erosions consisted of removal of roughness with
flat files and emery cloth. Figure 73 indicates the cross section of a typical
erosion before and after repair. The raised section on each side of the erosions
was removed and the roughness in the bottom of each erosion was smoothed out.
Care was taken to remove as little material as possible. The effort to remove
the roughness in the bottom of the deep erosions in combustor No. 15 resulted in
exposure of the internal flow channels in two places.
A test by test description of the erosions observed and repairs performed are
summarized in Table _1. Tables 12 and 13 sununarize the general nature, number,
and magnitude of erosions present posttest 005 and 031 following the completion
of testing.
A significant difference exists in the erosion characteristics observed in the
breadboard combustors as compared to those observed on component and multisegment
testing. Figure 74 shows the general nature of the breadboard combustor erosions
progressing from a typical surface roughness in line with the injector element to
a minor erosion starting approximately 2-1/2 inches upstream of the throat but not
extending through the throat plane. A large erosion will extend through the throat
for a distance of approximately I/2 inch. The erosion will be approximately 0.3
inch in width which encompasses 5 to 4 combustor coolant channels.
Figure 75displays schematically a comparison of a typical breadboard erosion with
a typical erosion observed in the multisegment. Erosions in the breadboard and
_ultisegment were in alignment with injector elements. The multisegment erosion
_s approximately 0.100 inch in width, implylng an association with the coolant
chamels with a spacing of 0.100 inch.
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Measured Combustor Heat Load and Analjsis
The integrated heat input of the combustors was established using the measured com-
bustor fuel inlet and fuel injector manifold temperatures, the measured fuel flow-
rates and injector manifold pressures.
The parameter used to compare results is:
-0.2
{Q/_T) (V) {Pc )
where
D •
Pc •
combustion zone heat load, Btu/sec (QT x 0.74)
total propellant flow, Ib/sec
throat gap, inches
chamber pressure, psia
Displaying the results in this fashion permits comparison of a conunon basis of
tests at varying conditions of Pc' mixture ratio, etc. The engine mainstage test-
ing began {test 609) with a normalized heat load of approximately 266. This is
nearly the same level as exhibited by the multisegment of 256 to 271, and approxi-
mately 6.5 percent greater than the design base prediction. Figure 76 displays
the results of the breadboard testing in compari_:n to the multisegment (C06)
fired as a single segment and the design base (the tapoff segment). Combustor
C06 (now linear combustion No. 4 on the breadboard hardware} realized the highest
normalized integrate_ heat load of the linear combustors tested to dace. Results
from tests up to and including test 00S are indicated by darkened circuits.
The heat load increased approxlmately 22.S percent during the testing until the
chamber erosions occurred during test 00S. The first increase of significance in
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the heat £1ux parameter occurred during test 12, with the parameter increasing
approximately 275 to 300. This test produced the first evidence of erosions in
the combustors. Subsequent tests 015 and 005 were performed at low chamber pres-
sures. The heat flux parameter did not rise during these tests. During test 005,
the heat load increased approximately 7 percent. Following test 005, there was a
total of 189 erosions of various degrees of severity on the combustor walls.
Polishing and smoothing the combustors resulted in the normalized heat loads re-
turning on test 012 to nearly the same level obtained on the first ,einstage test
(009) in 1971. Figure 77 displays the heat flux parameter, the chamber pressure,
and the number of erosions for each mainstage test. The effects of the smoothing
operation performed between each mainstage test and after test 005 are evident in
the figure. For example, the heat load parameter was reduced from approximately
280 to 265 due to the smoothing operation between test 020 and test 022. All
tests exhibited a rise in the heat flux parameter during a mainstage test. The
smoothing operation prevented any significant amount of erosions through the re-
mainder of the program. There is a relationship between the heat flux parameter
and the chamber pressure in producing the onset of erosions. During test 028,
for example, the heat flux parameter rose to values identical with those found in
test 005 but erosions did not occur. Test 028 was performed with a chamber pres-
sure approximately 900 psi, while test 005 performed at approximately 1150 psi.
T_st 029, which produced erosion in the combustcr was performed at 1200 psi, how-
ever, the heat flux parameter was at nearly normal levels.
Wall Temperature Analysis_
A convenient comparison of the test severity experienced during testing of the
No. I breadboard engine can be made by calculating an estimated wall temperature
with the following equation.
WH2 _T 1
T1 - 9S0+ 13 .s  4.0-WH2)+ 13S0L4.28 Vc o.8 "
* 1000 (t w " 0.035) * 0.38 (Tin " 320)
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where:
T1
WH2 =
AT =
p =
C
tw =
Tin =
= wall temperature parameter
combustor fuel flowrate, Ib/sec
combustor fuel temperature rise, R
injector end chamber pressure, psia
combustor wall thickness at the throat, inches
combustor fuel inlet temperature, R
The equation represents a linearization of the effect of the various quantities on
the predicted _II temperature and can be considered an estimate of the actual wall
temperature if measured test parameters are used. The distribution of hg values
must maintain the same percentage of maximum values along the chamber length for
this comparison to be valid.
_. The wall temperature parameter was computed for each test and each
combustor (on breadboard No. 1) from test 009 to test 013. The numerical average
of the wall temperature parameter from all combustors is presented in Fig. 77.
Several trends are evident. The most significant changes are noted for the high
chamber pressure and mixture ratio tests (011, 012, and 0OS), indicating that a
progressive change in the heat transfer rate was taking place. The points that
are from the low chamber pressure and mixture ratio tests (009, 010, 015, and 003)
yield a positive but decreased slope. A second significant trend is that each of
the high power level tests appear to start at a slightly higher wall temperature
_h_n does the previous test. This would indicate that there could be some adverse
influence attrlbutable to either the effects during start or transition to main-
stage operation.
The wall temperature parameter is also compared to the theoretlcal wall tempera-
ture determined from design values of hg and flowrates at the chamber pressure and
mixture ratio conditions of the test (Fig. 7S). Slx test data points were input
It-gO4g
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Figure 78. Theoretical Wall T_perature
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into a two-dimensional heat transfer model so that these data could be compared to
the linear approximation temperature parameter. In summary, the data presented in
Fig. 7g suggests that the computed test gas-side wall temperatures were in reason-
able agreement except where major combustor surface erosions had taken place (test
OOS).
The wall temperature parameter is computed for all mainstage tests and the results
are displayed in Fig. 80. It can be seen in the figure that reasonable agreement
between theoretical wall temperature and experimental wall temperature was obtained
with initial testing of the breadboard engine. There is, however, posttest 005 a
disparity of approximately 100 to 200 degrees between theoretical and experimental
values. This would indicate that the posttest 005 smoothing operation did not re-
store the combustor wall surface to the original condition.
Component Testing. Wall temperature parameter results for the multisegment assem-
bly tests are presented in Fig. 81 • They are compared to the design theoretical
wall temperature for each test. Significant data anomalies cannot be detected
from the temperature history plots. The wall temperature parameter appears to
follow the predicted theoretical wall temperature value. The wall temperature
rises through several of the tests after test 015 because the hydrogen inlet tem-
perature was increased during the test, thereby decreasing the hydrogen mass flow-
rate, increasing mixture ratio, and increasing the gas-side wall temperature.
Conclusions. The computed average wall temperature from engine tests agree with
the design predictions for the first mainstage test. The computed test wall tem-
perature gradually deviates from and exceeds the design predictions as test time
was accumulated. The computed wall temperature at the end of test 005, where
severe erosions were present posttest, exceeds the design prediction (II?0 F) by
approximately 200 F.
The com_uted wall temperature from the multLsegment and component tests follows
the design predictions reasonably well.
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Surface Roushness Effects. An analysis was performed to determine the variation
of the gas-side film coefficient with surface roughness and to compute the resul-
tant rise in wall temperature. Measurements on new combustors indicated a wall
surface finish of approximately 60 microinches. On-site observations produced an
estimate of 200 to 500 microinches for the wall surface finish prior to the onset
of erosions. Figure 82 indicates the results of the analysis of the variation of
the film coefficient and wall temperature as a function of combustor surface rough-
ness. A wall temperature increase of approximately 500 degrees was indicated with
the surface finish increase from 60 to 500 microinches.
Correlation of Data. An attempt to define significant influences on the incidence
of erosion was made. Several parameters were chosen and plotted versus the sever-
ity of erosion and number of erosions that occurred in each combustor.
Chamber pressure, fuel injection temperature, combustor resistance, throat wall
thickness, and wall thickness 2.5 inches upstream of the throat were studied. No
correlations were evident from this study with the exception of a slight indication
that the erosion may be less sever_ when the conbustor resistance is high. A com-
bination of chamber pressure and mixture ratio indicates a stronger tendency for
damage when both are high.
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Figure 82. Coubustor Surface Roughness Analysis
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D COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
IGNITION SYSTEMS
A comprehensive component test program was conducted to verify the operational
feasibility of the fluorine and combustion wave ignition systems at simulated en-
gine start conditions. As a result of the component testing, the fluorine igni-
tion sequence for test bed No. 1 was changed from a fuel lead to an oxidizer
lead, a reliable ignition-detection method for multicombustor thrust chambers was
developed, the main propellant flammability limits were defined, and a new igni-
tion concept, the combustion wave system, was successfully demonstrated. A sum-
mary of the component development program for each ignition system used on test
bed No. I is presented.
!
Fluorine Ignition S_stem
Gaseous fluorine ignition had been used extensively during segment component test-
ing on pressure-fed test facilities. However, main propellant ignition using a
fluorine-hydrogen element at engine tank-head conditions had not been demonstrated.
The initial evaluations of tank-head fluorine ignition were conducted on a multi-
segment assembly (Fig. 83), comprised of three combustors with a 20-inch-long
tubular expansion nozzle. The combustor injectors were identical to the test bed
No. 1 configuration, i.e., 67 coaxial injection elements and 1 triaxial igniter
element. The igniter element geometry is shown in Fig. 84. l_e proposed engine
start sequence, a gaseous fuel-lead, was simulated during the initial tests and
the ignition characteristics were evaluated. The simulated engine sequence is
compared with the component sequence (successfully used for hundreds of component
tests) in Fig. 85. Thirty-two tests were conducted to evaluate the proposed igni-
tion sequence for test bed No. 1. Propellant flowrates and injection pressures
were controlled to duplicate the engine start model
hal propellant flows per segment of:
H_drogen Oxygen
0.11 lb/sec 0.154 lb/sec
results which predicted nomi-
Fluorine
O.O17S lb/sec
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Propellants were supplied at ambient temperature, as predicted by the start model, .._
__ _ and the injector mixture ratio was varied to explore the flammability limits of
_::_
_ the main propellants with the linear injector configuration.
The results of the fuel-lead test series were as follows:
i. Main propellant ignition can be achieved with a tank-head fuel-lead start
_ if the injector mixture ratio exceeds the oxygen-hydrogen flammability
limit. The lower mixture ratio limit for ignition with this injector con-
figuration proved to be 1.25 for ambient temperature (70 F) propellants.
i; 2. A reliable method of ignition detection was developed. The injection tem-
_ perature thermocouples were used in conjunction with a slope detection
,_ integrator. An injection temperature rise-rate of 25 degrees/sec was
_ determined to be a positive indication of main propellant ignition. De-
tection rimes with the fuel lead were found to be unacceptably long.
A_ 3. Cross-ignition of unignited combustors from adjacent ignited combustors
was not demonstrated on any test with the fuel lead. Cross-ignition
capability was a firm requirement for test bed No. I.
A comparison of the multisegment ignition limits with established laboratory igni-
tion results is presented in Fig. 86. The difference between the segment limit
and the laboratory limit for well-mixed, static gas is attributed to incomplete
mixing in the outer zones of the segment injector elements. Five additional tests
were conducted to evaluate the effect of a gaseous oxidizer-lead start in improv- i_
ing the initial heat transfer rate to the ignition-detect thermocouples, in pro-
viding a more energetic ignition transient, in eliminating the open air detonations :_
sometimes associated with the fuel-lead start, and in establishing a cross-ignition _;
capability for unignited segments. The oxidizer-lead ignition sequence was success-
_i ful in accomplishing all the desired ig_ition goals and was selected _s th_tf_u_[ine •
I_ ignition sequence for test bed No. i. The oxidizer lead resulted in insta " II
I _i- propellant ignition when fuel reached the main injector, and the ignition-detection _i
I, thermoco_les responded rapidly at an increased rate. Cross-ignition was accom- ],
I _ plished at mixture rati°s exceeding l'25'and n° °Pert'air der°nati°ns were exper" "I
I. _ ienced. No hardware damage or overheating resulted from the sequence, li
0)
0,
p
0 8 0
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Combustion Wave Ignition S[stem
During the period of July to December 1971 a significant amount of research and
component development was conducted on the combustion wave ignition system. Enough
successful results were obtained to commit this advanced ignition system for use on
test bed No. i. A single spark, generated from an integrated spark plug/exciter,
initiates a single combustion wave which branches to the desired number of combus-
tors (20 for test bed No. I and I0 for test bed No. 2_ The wave ignites a H2/02
pilot which, in turn, ignites the main combustors. Figure 87 schematically por-
trays this ignition sequence. No pilot failures were encountered when initial
conditions are proper.
Component testing was conducted to develop an ignition system capable of being
interchangeable with the fluorine system on test bed No. i. The component work
conducted during this period was performed in three phases:
Phase I.
Phase II.
Phase III.
Effort conducted at the Rocketdyne Propulsion Research Area on
single elements, i0 elements, and 20 eleme_ts.
Effort conducted at the Rocketdyne CTL test area on the multi-
segment (three-segment) test hardware.
Effort conducted at the LAD Thermodynamicm Area on 20 pilot
elements.
Phase I Objectives. The following obj,.ctives were established:
1. Evaluate the capability of the "triaxial" element to ignite under
standard sea level backpressure conditions.
2. Evaluate the capability of propagating a combustion wave through a
0.050-inch-diameter tube, a O.040-inch-diameter tube, and a 0.026-
inch-diameter tube, and, in turn, igniting a pilot fed with GO 2 in
an inner annulus and GH2 in an outer annulus under simulated tank-
head start conditions.
3. Determine the effects of induction lengths of 3 to 9 feet.
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4. Evaluate the capability of igniting three igniter pilots by
initiating a single combustion wave and branching through three
O.040-inch-diameter tubes.
5. Evaluate the capability of igniting i0 igniter pilots by initiating
a single combustion wave and branching through I00.040-inch-diameter
tubes.
6. Evaluate the capability of igniting 20 igniter pilots by initiating
a single combustion wave and branching through 20 O.040-inch-diameter
t_es.
7. Evaluate the capability of the "triaxial" element to operate with
durability under mainstage conditions.
8. Provide sufficient test data on the 0.040-inch igniter element to
map about the operating point of the test bed No. 1 configuration
to commit the igniter element for Phase II effort.
L
¢
Phase II Objectives. On the multisegment assembly:
i. Demonstrate the capability of generating a combustion wave under
tank-head start conditions.
2. Demonstrate the capability of igniting three combustors simultaneously
from a single combustion wave source when the combustors are flowing
propellants from a simulated tank=head start.
3. Provide a partial map of the acceptable range of operation for com-
bustion wave ignition under simulated tank-head starts.
Phase III Objectives.
i.
2.
On 20 elements in a laboratory environment:
Evaluate the effects of backpressure on pilot ignition.
Evaluate the effects on generation of a combustion wave by inclu-
sion of a check valve into the wave flow line.
Evaluate a newly designed mixer for use on test bed No. I.
i_ 4. Determine theemr_iemaLmnc_e_iu_ _EY from a spark source re-
| quired to gen •
_.
• c- 4,
O
5. Evaluate an integrated sparking unit designed for use on test bed
No. 1.
6. Evaluate the capability of a dual or multiple priming and sparking
system.
7. Provide a m_pFing of inlet pressures required for use by the com-
bustion wave igR£tion system mixer.
Phase I Testing• All three test ohases performed were conducted on elements de-
signed for use with manifold fed pilots. Four igniter configurations were tested
in this phase of the test program, lgniZer elements (Fig.88 } that were used in
all tests have a configuration capable of inclusion into the fluorine system pre-
sently used in test bed No. I. Figure 89 depicts the interchangeable combustion
wave/fluorine ignition system. Hardware was utilized in this series of tests
duplicating the element spacing, manifold arrangement, and supply from the mixer.
All igniter elements considered are of the "triaxial" configuration. The inner
annulus requires oxicizer flow and the outer annulus requires fuel flow. The
igniter element, which is compatible with the fluorine system, has annular flow
supplied from the main injector's fuel and oxidizer manifolds (Fig. 90). To
provide simulated flow conditions, an igniter housing assembly (Fig. 88 ) was used
for all tests.
To evaluate the "triaxial" element configuration during mainstage tests, a com-
bustion chamber was used in conjunction with the igniter housing and igniter
element (Fig. 88 ). A separate ignition source was provided to allow for element
flow as obtained in mainstage tests.
Figure 91 shows the test setup for 20-element tests. The)mocouples are mounted
at the element exit for ignition detection, manifolds are used to provide pilot
annular flow, and a J-2 spark plug and exciter is used to initiate the combus-
tion wave in a high efficiency mixing unit.
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Phase II Testing. Three of the 20 elements tested in Phase I were used in the
multisegment hardware. The 20-element development mixing unit and J-2 spark plug
exciter used in Phase I was also used in this phase. No hardware differences
existed between this phase and Phase I except for a coiled hard line providing
approximately 7 feet of induction length.
Phase III Testing. The 20 elements and holders mounted on unistruts used in Phase
I were installed into a vacuum can at the NAR Los Angeles Division Thermodynamics
Laboratory for some additional component tests. The development and a newly fab-
ricated mixer fashioned after the development mixer provided the H2-02 flammable
mixture. A newly fabricated spark igniter unit was fabricated for test use. This
component was prepared by combining a J-2 type spark plug with an inductive dis-
charge exciter unit. The J-2 spark plug has an 0.050-inch doped, recessed, single
gap. The durability of this recessed gap plug is improved over a surface gap due
to less exposure to hot combustion gas products. The J-2 plug provides proved
high-pressure internal seals (required for engine level testing) which augmented
the selection of this plug for use in this application. The spark igniter elec-
trical circuit chosen for use on this unit operates on the principle of storing
and transferring el,ctrical energy to the spark plug gap by simple transformer ac-
tion (inductive discharge circuit).
Direct current input is changed to square wave pulses to finite duration by an
oscillator to control a solid-state switch. During the switch "on" period, cur-
rent flows in the primary winding of the energy storage transfor_ner, the result-
ant magnetic field storing energy in the transfo rmer)s core. When the switch
is turned off by oscillator output pulse decay, the transformer winding voltages
reverse and increase until sufficient amplitude occurs on the secondary winding
to cause spark gap breakdown. The reflected voltage on the primary is limited by
a protective diode from exceeding switch breakdown limits. The energy stored in
the transformer is then transferred to the spark gap until all energy is dissi-
pated (a portion of it in the transformer, due to residual flux and 12R winding
losses). The cycle repeats at 200 pulses/second.
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The smaller and slower changing current of the inductive system circuit (com-
pared to a capacitive discharge system} enables lower power consumption and
reduces radiated and conducted RFI. Fewer series circuit elements of this
system minimize losses, thus providing a higher efficiency which further permits
low input power. It was anticipated that spark discharges of 100- to lO00-micro-
second duration would be more likely to ignite the H2-O 2 mixture at more effec-
tive temperature and pressure conditions with lower energy content than the
shorter s_ark discharges (10 to SO microseconds} utilized in a capacitive
discharge system. (Tests performed in Phase III confirm the capability o£ low-
pressure, ambient propellant ignition with this circuit design.} The delivered
energy of this circuit has been determined to be 12 millijoules.
Figure 92 depicts this unit. The physical dimensions are _1.5 pounds, ~2.1
inches in diameter, and 7.5 inches long.
Phase I Results. A total of 142 tests was conducted in this phase to obtain
qualitative data. It was necessary to determine ignition or no ignition for
various potential configurations for use in test bed No. I. As a result, no
serious attempt was made to provide precise pressure data in this phase. How-
ever, Fig. 93 presents the flammable-acceptable region o£ mixer mixture ratios
based on sonic £Io_ measurements. Mixer mixture ratios of 2.15 and greater ig-
nite successfully without exception. Mixer mixture ratios o£ 1.6 to 2.14 had re-
sults of ig_,_tion, partial ignition, and no ignition. Mixer mixture ratios less
than 1.6 w,:_' not establish a combustion wave.
Propagation of a combustion wave was successfully demonstrated through flow
passages as small as 0.026 inches. Three tests were conducted on this size
element with ignition of a pilot occurring on the two attempted ignitions. The
third test indicated wave generation, but no pilot flow was used. No difficul-
ties were noted in these three tests. However, many difficulties were encountered
in fabricating an eccentric 0.026-inch element and no operational differences were
noted between this configuration and a O.040-lnch element tested under similar
conditions as the 0.026-inch element. As a result, nominal 0.040-inch elements,
which also demonstrated successful wave generation in many additional tests were
selected for use.
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93. Research Area Test Data,
Mixer Mixture Ratio
Versus Element Mixture
Ratio, Combustion Wave
Igniter
JThree elements with a O.040-inch center core were tested at various operating
points to ensure successful operation in Phase II testing. Sufficient data
were obtained to provide assurance of successful pilot ignitions in multisegment
testing under tank-head start pressure conditions. No attempts at simulating
chilled propellants were made.
The proposed line configuration of the ignition system for test bed No. 1 is shown
in Fig. 89 Induction lengths of approximately 4 to 9 feet are presently on the
engine as used in the fluorine ignition system. Tests were conducted to evaluate
the effects of induction length from 3 to 9 feet. All lengths were determined to
be compatible with this combustion wave ignition system.
Three high-pressure tests were conducted to evaluate the durability of the tri-
axial element configuration. Element cooling is provided by propellant flow
through the three flow passages. The heat flux at the element tip is a function
of the combustor pressure and these tests were performed to simulate this heat
flux for a duration of approximately 1 second, Fluorine was injected to provide
an ignition source, and propellants were flowed at simulated mainstage conditions.
No deterioration was noted in the combustion wave element.
Simultaneous ignition of 10 elements (as programmed for test bed No. 2) was
demonstrated. Ten elements were mounted on a unistrut as shown in Fig. 94 • A
spark plug discharging at -200 sparks/second provided the source for establish-
ment of a flame. All tests indicated wave initiation on the first spark.
Figure 95 provides the qualitative test results of this test series. The first
frame (right or top) shows no evidence of flame. The second or middle frame
(5 milliseconds after the first frame) shows flame on all 10 pilots. In addi-
tion, the overboard dump, which was utilized to simulate the 10 additional
elements which were not used on this series of tests, shows burning of the
exhaust gases. The third frame (an additional 5 milliseconds after the second
frame) sho_s pilot operation on all 10 elements, whereas the flame on the over-
board dump has extinguished. This sequence of photos indicates that, in addi-
tion to achieving simultaneous pilot ignitions from a single combustion wave,
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a pilot is not needed when a preprimed combustor is to be f_d a combustion wave.
This sequence was employed in test bed No. i.
Simultaneous ignition of 20 elements (as programmed for test bed No. I) was demon-
strated. Two unistruts, I0 elements each, were mounted in a test facility as
shown in Fig. 91. Sparking was identical to all previous tests. Figure 95
provides the qualitative test results that all 20 elements ignite simultaneously
from generation of a single combustion wave. The photo sequencing is the same as
described for the 10-element tests and the results are identical.
Testing conducted in preliminary tests at the NAR Los Angeles Division on the
combustion wave igniter indicated that a backpressure of approximately 4 psia is
required at the pilot for ignition. However, testing conducted to arrive at this
conclusion provided the necessary backpressure with a pilot combustor. The effects
of the backpressure device on the pilot ignition could not be evaluated and it was
unclear what results might occur at ambient backpressures on the pilot without back-
pressure devices. Tests in this phase confirmed the result that ambient backpressure
is sufficient for pilot ignition when flammability levels are correct.
Phase 11 Results. Thirteen tests were conducted at the Rocketdyne CTL-3 test
facility to map acceptable inlet pressures (under tank-head start) for combus-
tion wave ignition followed by combustor propagation. GH 2 and GO 2 were supplied
to the test hardware by dropping liquid propellants to the facility main valves.
Figure 90 depicts the combustion wave ignition system integrated into test bed
No. I. Integration of the combustion wave ignition system into the multisegment
test hardware was identical to this configuration. It can be noted that the
sparking does not occur until a minimum of 0.8 second after opening of the main
oxidizer valve. The fuel main valve had opened I full second prior to this event.
This timing ensured adequate pilot and combustor priming time.
Table 14 presents the test results pertinent to the multisegment combustion wave
test series. These tests (084-095) were conducted for ignition characterization
only. The results are similar to data received from prior multisegment ignition
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| tests. Combustor mixture ratios greater than I.I ignited in all cases where the
zzr_bustion wave had sufficient energy for pilot ignition. Mixer data indicated
:i,_ generation of a combustion wave in all tests. Test 094 did not ignite at a
combustor mixture ratio of 1.3. The strength of the combustion wave was in-
sufficient to light the main combustors (low MR in the mixer). Testing conducted
in Phase Ill determined the existence of a narrow band on mixture ratio in the
premix where a combustion wave is generated but is insufficient to ignite a
}{2-02 pilot. This condition might have also existed in test number 095 (the
c_iculated mixture ratios in the mixer for both tests 094 and 095 are near to
the questionable region determined in Phase Ill); the mixture ratio of the com-
busters also was low and either condition might have caused ignition failure.
The capability of the combustion wave igniter to ignite three segments simulta-
neously was adequately demonstrated. Ignition delays of greater than l milli-
second were not detected as typically shown on the oscillograph trace from test
085 (Fig. 96).
Phase III Results. A total of 126 tests was performed at the NAR/LAD thermodyna-
mics laboratory on the 20 combustion wave igniter elements used in Phase I. Of
these tests, 87 successfully ignited all intended elements, 31 were conducted out-
side the ignition limits, and 8 were performed to demonstrate the combustion wave
without pilot operation.
The mixer utilized in all previous tests was tested at varying inlets; when
nominal inlet conditions were encountered, Po i = 44 psia, Pfi = 50 psia, the
conditions were such that no ignition was obtained. Figure 97 presents the
map of this mixer. A new post was fabricated to extend the safe ignition zone.
This modification resulted in satisfactory ignition at nominal inlet conditions
Mixtu{e ratios in the mixer of 1.6 to 1.9 had unpredictable results; combustion
wave generation was successful but pilot ignition was not attained, llowever,
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mixture ratios in the mixer of greater than 1.9 always ignited all element pilots
regardless of pilot operating conditions. Mixture ratios less than 1.6 would not
be sufficient for wave generation in all cases.
Ignition was found to occur on the first spark generated by the integrated spark
unit. A 10-to-ll-millisecond delay exists between the application of 28 vdc to
the spark igniter and the first spark generation. This delay was measurable on
the data trace of a monitor circuit provided in the exciter circuit. This moni-
tor circuit is closed when current flows across the spark plug.
Backpressure tests were conducted to determine the minimum atmospheric condition
for pilot ignition. Earlier combustion wave igniter work indicated some positive
pressure was required. Tests in this phase determined that an absolute level of
1.6 psia and greater is sufficient for pilot ignitions of configurations such as
those employed in this series.
The combustion wave ignition system concluded sufficient component testing to be
considered usable on test bed No. I. An operating regime map of acceptable in-
let pressures to the mixing unit is presented in Fig. 98 and provides all accep-
table safe operating points for engine use. Multisegment tests provided data
that main combustor and/or pilot operation of mixture ratios of _1.25 or greater
provide an ignitable mixture when ignited from either fluorine or combustion wave
igniters.
SINGLE-SEGMENT CO1 TESTING
The C01 assembly was tested at CTL-3, Cell 18. The C01 combustor assembly was
designed to duplicate the breadboard test bed configuration in all respects in-
cluding the full-length tubular nozzle. In addition, the hot-gas fences employed
at each end of the assembly nozzles were installed as part of the C01 assembly.
The installation of the segment in CTL-3 was arranged so that the total thrust
vector would be oriented horizontally at 1200-psi chamber pressure. The axial
centerline of the combustor was canted about 45 degrees below the horizontal.
•/
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lCast combustor COl was one of the initial units in the manufacturing cycle. It
was suspected pretest tha_ :he unit had a marginal copper bond and therefore mar-
ginal structural integrity. The unit was scheduled for component engine firing
only. A modified proof pressure test was specified, and two proof pressure series
were performed. The initial series consisted of five 2-minute, 80O-psig pressuri-
zation cycles of all fuel channels. The second series consisted of pressurization
cycles of all nozzle fuel channels aft of a pl_e 0.5 inches above the throat.
The first test was targeted for the operating point expected on the engine assembly
at minimum PU setting. The second test was targeted for the operating point ex-
pected at a nominal PU setting. A list of stabilized test conditions is presented
in Table 15. A portion of the combustor wall fractured during start of the second
test and no further proof testing was conducted.
Test 975-097 was the first test on the C01 assembly. It was a 10-second test
which stabilized at 952-psia chamber pressure and a mixture ratio of 4.86. Table
15 indicates the magnitude of stabilized conditions at various manifolds in the
C01 assembly. The nozzle of this assembly also contained several thermocouples
and pressure measuremevts for mapping the nozzle operating characteristics during
mainstage. All of these special measurements appear to have functioned properly.
Test 9?5-098 was the second and last mainstage test with the C01 assembly. Target
conditions were 1080 chamber pressure and 5.5 mixture ratio. At about 120 milli-
seconds after 90-percent chamber pressure, a 2- by 5-inch piece of the NARloy
liner blew out of the outer combustor wall nozzle surface, interrupting the nor-
_al progress of the test. The piece extended from 7/8 to 2-7/8 inch from the left
side plate and from the throat to the exit of the combustor assembly. The test
was allowed to continue by the test observer since only several small, short-
duration streaks were observed. The streaking did not continue as the test pro-
ceeded. The scheduled duration of 50 seconds was accomplished with the assembly
in a failed condition. The exposed area of the combustor assembly was film cooled
by the reverse flow of hydrogen from the fuel injection manifold through the
channels to the throat. The discharge of approximately 20 hydrogen jets was suffi-
cient to protect the uncooled surface.
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TABLE 15
STABILIZED TEST CONDITIONS
Parameter, Test 097 Test 098
Slic_ Time 22.001-23.031 25.009-26.039
Time from 90% Pc 9 I0
PCIE, psia 932 789
4.86 11.8
Nozzle Inlet P, psia 1774 1302
Nozzle Inlet T, °F -384 -390
OCW Inlet F, psia 1639 936
OCW Inlet T, °F (N.O.) (N.G.)
Fuel Injection P, psia 1122 830
ICW Outlet T, eF 105.8 -68.6
OCW Outlet T, eF 113.8 -12.6
L0X Orifice D/S P, psia 1068 903
Fuel Inlet flowrate, ibm/sec 3.44 6.96
._e! Injection F!owrate, Ibm/sec same as inlet 1.72 (based on
097
resistance)
LOX Inlet flowrate, Ibm/sec 16.71 20.305
Fuel Tank P, psig 1849 2088
L0X Tank P, psia 1958 1591
Target Conditions
_, psia 940 1080 ,_,_4.8 5.3
Fuel Tank P, psig 1860 2100 ._|
LOX Tank F, psig 1960 1600
Fuel Venturi Din., in •399 •399 ,i_
LOX Venturi Dia., in .298 •349 _i
Fuel Injection Ap, psi 188.5 40.5 :_
_' Fuel Cup Ap, psi 48.1 '!_
LOX Injection Ap, psi 135.8 n3.8 _
!" LOX Cup AP, psi 54.4 " _]
|. _ _C* (Pc) 96.46 N.A. _
' , 205 . "
The failure was caused by a separation in the electroformed copper layers which
serve as a barrier to hydrogen contact with the electroformed nickel. The pur-
pose of the barrier is to prevent hydrogen embrittlement of the electroformed
nickel.
Secondary damage was sustained by the COl assembly in test 098. This damage is
evaluated to be a result of the major failure of the combustor assembly nozzle
wall and not as a result of normal operation, several areas of distress were
observed: (1) the nozzle tube bundle below the failed patch sustained eight
major tube splits, several more minor tube splits, and minor hot-gas wall erosion;
(2) the left fence sustained several small surface erosions on the hot-gas sur-
face and several "pin-hole" openings to the coolant surface on the tube crowns at
the eroded places; and (3) the left fence sustained minor erosion of the last
two fence support tips due to "rollover" of the combustion gas over the edge of
the fence. All these areas of distress are ascribed to the disturbance of the
hot-gas flow field from three sources: (I) the initial blowout and blow away of
the failed piece, (2) the disturbance of the supersonic hot-gas flow field by
the discharging hydrogen from the exposed channels, and (5) the dis+urbance of
the flow field by the hydrogen jets emanating from the outer combustor wall in- .
let manifold orifices traveling at nearly right angles to the primary flow field.
The NARIoy liner exhibits several overheated areas and probable cracks at grain
boundaries in the upper combustion zone above the failed nozzle wall. These
areas resulted from the interruption of the hydrogen cooling during the time of
wall failure and the subsequent operation at elevated mixture ratio.
Stabilized data are presented in Table 15 for test 098 at a time corresponding to
the data from test 097. It will be observed that all assembly temperatures and
pressures are lower than anticipated for normal operation. Redline device set-
tings, normally maximums, were not exceeded during the 50 seconds of mainstage
duration which followed the failure.
-)
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As a result of the liner wall failure in the nozzle section, the overboard dump
fuel caused an injector mixture ratio of about 12. The break in the wall was
located on the outer contour wall below the throat. The hydrogen which was
dumped through the opening came from several sources. First, six of the outer
contour wall manifold discharge holes to the fuel passage inlets were exposed
directly to the hot-gas stream which had a very low static pressure. Most of
the fuel dump came from the manifold through these holes (an area of 1.7 in.2).
The second source of fuel came from cross flow from the adjacent channel inlet
manifold (an area of 0.036 in.2). It is estimated that 5.24 Ibmlsec of hydrogen
was dumped into the hot-gas stream in the area of the failure. Most of this
was dumped in a direction transverse to the local flow field direction. The
total hydrogen flowrate of 6.96 ibmlsec passed through the tubular nozzle, about
1.9 ibmlsec passed through the liner cooling channels, and about 1.72 Ibm/sec
passed through the injector face and participated in combustion.
T_,_ nozzle gas-side heat transfer coefficient was increased by mixture ratio and
reduced by chamber pressure for a net reduction in gas-side heat transfer from
nominal design point. The nozzle cooling side heat transfer coefficient was
substantially increased by more than twice the nominal coolant flow. As a re-
sult, the nozzle was overcooled and underheated compared to the nominal operating
point.
The combustor walls were cooled without failure at the mixture ratio of 12 and
the reduced chamber pressure of 789 psia. No surface oxidation on the liner wall
was observed after the high mixture ratio operation for 50 seconds.
INJECTOR ELEMENT MIXING TESTS
The obvious alignment and general nature of the combustor erosions experienced
during engine tests suggested that the erosions were a function of the injector
element liquid mixing conditions. Single-element, cold-flow mixing tests were
performed in an effort to define the general constraints of the mixture ratio on
the combustion gases next to the combustor walls. Test conditions simulating
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breadboard operating points during the ignition phase, LOX dome prime transient
to mainstage, and mainstage operation were conducted. Tests simulating typical
mainstage operation of the nmltisegment also were performed. Table 16 is a
summary of the test and test conditions performed.
Figure 99 is a schematic of the test setup used. Water was used as a simulant
for the liquid oxygen; helium was used to simulate the hydrogen fuel. The simu-
lants were flowed through an actual injector element into a pressurized container
with a pressure-regulating device to maintain the chamber pressure at predeter-
mined specific values. Test conditions were established to simulate injection
density and velocity at the injector element LOX post tip. Mass flux measure-
ments of the helium were obtained by traversing the element flow field with a
stagnation pressure probe to measure local total pressure. The local liquid mass
flux was measured by collecting the liquid flow through the probe for a specific
interval of time. Samples were taken from the center of a flow field radially
outward in increments of 0.i inch.
Figures I00 through 105 show the results of liquid-gas mass flux and resultant
mixture ratio as a function of distance of centerline of the injector element.
Figure I00 displays results of a test simulating breadboard engine operation at
a chamber pressure of approximately 1200 psi. This test condition produces a
zone of low mixture ratio in the outer periphery of the spray field next to the
combustor wall.
Figure I01 displays the results of tests simulating the breadboard test condi-
tions at a Pc of approximately 900 psi. As can be seen, the outer zones next to
the combustor walls operate at a mixture ratio significsntly higher than the in-
jected mixture ratio. Approximately 18 percent of the injected mass is contained
within this outer zone.
Figure 102 displays the results from a test simulating the same chamber pressure
but with a !ower injection velocity similar to that observed in the multisesment
testing. The mass is concentrated in the center of the injection spray field with
a very low outer zone mixture ratio.
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Figure 100. Normalized Mass Flux vs Inches From Centerllne
(Run No. 13)
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Figure 102. Noz_alized Mass Flux vs Inches From Cen¢erline
(Run No. 7)
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Figure 105 displays the results of a test simulating conditions representative
of the transition from LOX-dome prime to mainstage of the breadboard engine. The
outer zone mixture ratio is quite high under these conditions. Figure 104 dis-
plays the results of the same test conditions with the exception that the oxidi-
zer post recess is varied from the nominal position of 0.150 to 0.196 inch. The
mixture ratio distribution did not vary significantly between the two conditions.
Figure 105 displays the results of several tests performed for this transient en-
gine operating condition, and displays the percent of the injected mass which was
above the injected mixture ratio in the outer zone as a function of fuel injec-
tion velocity. The percent mass in the outer zone was nearly constan_ at 8 per-
cent for fuel velocities in excess of 1500 ft/sec at the nominal recess. Increas-
ing the recess to 0.196 inch increased the mass in the outer zone to 18 percent.
Testing performed at conditions simulating conditions prior to LOX dome prime did
not exhibit any tendency for high outer zone mixture ratios.
Summary
The single-element, cold-flow mixing test indicates a strong tendency for the
oxidizer to migrate to the combustor walls creating a high mixture ratio content
adjacent to the walls during LOX dome prime and transition to mainstage. The
steady-state operating conditions of the breadboard engine indicate a similar
condition for steady-state operation near 900-psi chamber pressure. Chamber pres-
sures of 1200 psi would have a tow outer zone mixture ratio. Lower fuel injec-
tion velocities representative of the multisegment test conditions did not pro-
duce a tendency fox"high mixture ratio near the combustor walls. The tests indi-
care the reverse to be true.
C06 SINGLE-SEGMENT TEST PROGRAM
A single segment (C06) for che breadboard test bed was tested at CTL-3, Cell 18a,
to demonstrate its operational capability. These tests were the first tests of
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the breadboard configuration segment assembly. The segment was hot-fired without
a tubular nozzle, and required conditioned hydrogen (335 R) at the combustor inlet.
A summary of the test program is presented in Table 17. All test objectives were
satisfactorily achieved.
4"
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C06 Single-Segment Hot-Fire Testin_
Test 975-039 was a fuel blowdown and fluorine/hydrogen ignition test was conducted
to evaluate (I) gas and liquid facility resistance characteristics, (2) automatic
sequence cbeckout, and (3) hydrogen gas/liquid mixing system characteristics. The
test was conducted as programmed and all objectives were azhieved.
Test 975-040 was primarily a repeat of test 975-059 to determine if an amplifier
change and a gain adjustment in the control circuitry would eliminate the pres-
sure oscillations of the gas-liquid mixing system. All test objectives were sat-
isfactorily achieved and the controller modifications stabilized the servocontrol
system.
Test 975-041 was the initial mainstage test was performed on component engine C06
on 9 June 1971. Test duration was scheduled for 1 second. The test was termi-
nated at 330 milliseconds by an erroneous chamber pressure redline cut. The hard-
ware was in excellent condition posttest.
Test 975-042 was the initial locg-duration test (_40 seconds was attempted on
this tes_. The test was aborted due to failure to achieve ignition detectxon.
The ignition detection thermoco_le probe was blown out of the effective fluorine-
hydrogen plume during the fuel lead. The ignition detection thermocouple probe
was removed and the sequence logic modified in preparation fcr the next scheduled
test because satisfactory ignition undez mainstage conditions was demonstrated on
test 975-041.
For test 975-043, the objectives were to evaluate performance, stability, and hard-
ware durability as a function of mixture ratio. The mixture ratio was varied by
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means of increasing the combustor fuel inlet temperature during the test with the
hydrogen gasiliquid mixing system. _e test duration was 38 seconds. The combus-
for inlet temperature varied from -120 F to approximately zero F which varied the
mixture ratio from 3.9 to 4.6. All test objectives were satisfactorily achieved.
Analysis of the test data indicated that:
i. All parameters exhibited 7.5-Hz oscillations
2. During the test, an observer appeared to see one corner of the trailing
edge of the outboard side of the left segment glow bright
Posttest leak checks revealed that a copper/nickel bond joint associated with the
inner contour wall welded manifold separated. The segment was removed from the
test stand and'weld repaired in the Engineering Lab at Canoga.
The hydrogen gas-liquid mixln_ system 7.5-Hz oscillations was determined to be
caused by a low resistance in the hydrogen liquid system resulting in a pressure
coupling of the gas/liquid system. A sharp-edge orifice (0.422) was installed in
the hydrogen liquid system to increase the resistance.
Test 975-044 was programmed to evaluate the engine operating characteristics at
ll00-psig chamber pressure and MIR = 5.0, for a duration of I0 seconds. A second-
ary objective was to determine if increasing the resistance of the hydrogen liquid
system would eliminate the pressure oscillations associated with the gas-liquid
mixing system. Test 044 was aborted at start because the main fuel valve failed
to open.
Test 975-045 was a repeat of test 975-044 and was conducted to evaluate the engine
operating characteristics and the gas-liquid mixing system characteristics. The
test was satisfactory in all respects and a progran_ned cutoff was achieved at 10.5
seconds. The feed system coupling experienced on test 975-043 (7.5 Hz) was elimi-
nated by increasing the resistance of the liquid hydrogen feed system. _e weld
repair of the NARIoy to copper bond separation withstood the test environment,
and no further damage was experienced in this area or in the nozzle section of
the combustor.
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Test 975-046 was conducted to evaluate linear engine C06 operating characteristics
at 1224-psia chamber pressure and an MR of 5.88. The duration of the test was
20.5 seconds, and the test results were satisfactory in all respects. A chamber
pressure of 1200 psia was achieved, and no further damage was experienced in the
weld repair bond area.
Tests 975-047 and 975-048 were conducted to evaluate linear engine C06 operating
characteristics with the 12K-Hz LOX post inserts installed in 67 elements. Test
975-047 was conducted for 10.5 seconds at 1191-psia chamber pressure and an MR of
5.63. The test duration was programmed and the results were satisfactory in all
respects.
Test 975-048 was conducted for 50.6 seconds at l194-psia chamber pressure and an
MR of 5.65. This test was conducted without the oxidizer cavitating venturi in-
stalled in the facility feed system. The 12K-Hz LOX post inserts remained in-
stalled in the injector. The results of the test were satisfactory and a11 test
objectives were achieved.
Test data analysis indicates that the 12K-Hz LOX post inserts and removal of the
LOX feed system cavitating venturi reduced the hardware g level in the 12K-Hz
frequency range.
O
p
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HIGH-FREQUENCY STABILITY ANALYSIS
A_aLysis of the high-frequency data for segment, multiseg_ent, and test bed tests
has been conducted in an attempt to fully understand stability characteristics.
SEGMENT AND MULTISEGMENT
A typical segment component test may be characterized by a brief period (transi-
tion and early mainstage) with rapidly changing oscillations as equilibrium is
sought in propellant properties and hardware temperatures. During this period of
time, oscillation frequencies range up to approximately i0 KHz but with primary
oscillation content near 6000 Hz. Amplitudes in this period averaged approxi-
mately 200 psi peak to peak, while the maximum amplitude recorded during any burst
was 600 psi peak to peak. These oscillations are transient in nature and are not
of great concern.
This period is usually followed by extended periods of 12- to 14-KHz oscillations,
which for the most part do not subside prior to shutdown. These oscillations have
been identified as being feed-system coupled with the first hydraulic resonance
within the oxidizer injection element. Average ar.plitudes ranged from 200 to 400
psi peak to peak. The I3-KHz oscillations have not been known to cause any hard-
ware detriment, but were considered an area of concern due to the uncertainty as
to their long-term effects.
Accelerometer instrumentation have indicated similar frequencies and also have
shown 20- to 24-KHz frequency content. These higher frequencies are probably
hardware resonances and are of no concern.
Indications of transverse acoustic oscillations have been observed in some tests,
but these have been confined to start transients and tests at extreme off-neminal
operating or hardware conditions. These oscillations are not a problem to testing
with breadboard linear engine hardware at normal operating conditions.
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Throughout the period of segment testing, the 13-KHz oscillations were a prime
interest, and several hardware modifications were made in an attempt to cause
attenuation and decoupling. These oscillations were thought to be coupled be-
tween a hydraulic resonance within the oxidizer injection element and the combus-
tion process within the fuel cup recess. Modifications attempted consisted o£
retuning of the oxidizer element hydraulic response through the use of oxidizer
post inserts, elimination of a potential fe-_ system driv:, in the flow metering
cavitating venturis, and retuning of the _requency of maximum combustion gain
through elimination of the fuel cup recess.
Early multis_gment tests were inconclusive in determining the effect of oxidizer
post inserts on the 13-K1iz oscillations, but later tests with both two and sin-
gle segments firing indicated the inserts were effective in reducing oscillation
amplitudes in oxidizer injection pressure by as much as an order of magnitude.
It was thought that the flow metering cavitating venturis could be generating
noise within the oxidizer feed system which, in turn, could be supplying all or
part of the energy driving the element hydraulic resonance. Removal of the yen-
furls, however, proved ineffective in attenuating the 15-KHz oscillations.
DISCUSSION
In this section, the high-frequency test results from a typical linear multiseg-
ment component test are characterized. The oscillation phenomena and hardware
variations identified as being the most significant have been given detailed anal-
ysis and are discussed. Because of the significant hardware configuration differ-
ences in the 001 segment, results from this series of tests are discussed
separately.
CHARACTERIZATION OF STABILITY FOR A TYPICAL TEST
Test No. 975-008 was selected for detailed analysis, as it represented an instance
in which three segments were run simultaneously at nearly nominal operating
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6 conditions. This test is considered to represent the oscillation content for the
normal linear engine including any interaction effects between the segments, while
excluding any effects of subsequent stability aids or off-nominal operating
conditions.
The oscillation profile of test No. 008 may be best typified by its lack of con-
sistency during approximately the first second of operation. The oscillation pro-
file for this test is shown in Fig. 106. The time scale has been greatly com-
pressed in this figure to allow presentation of an overall view of the oscillation
amplitude for the entire test. Because there are normally no direct dynamic cham-
ber pressure measurements in the linear hardware, the oxidizer injection pressures
are used as the best indication of oscillation content within the individual com-
bustors. These pressure measurements have been provided at both ends of the oxi-
dizer dome in each segment. The lack of consistency mentioned earlier is readily
observed in Fig. 106, as short expanded sections of records are shown for each of
the parameters at several times during the test.
i
The first expanded section shown is during the start transient when the segments
had reached approximately 25 percent of full chamber pressure. At this time, all
of the segments showed 8 to i0 KHz of fairly low amplitudes; however, the oscilla-
tions were somewhat higher in amplitude and coherence in the right segment. As
the engine progressed into mainstage, the right segment indicated a stronger burst
of oscillations with primary frequencies of 5000 and 9500 Hz. The center segment
had oscillations of lower amplitudes at 3000 to 4000 Hz, while the left segment
displayed less coherence. The oscillation content in each of the segments con-
tinued to change until approximately 0.9 second after the achievement of full
chamber pressure. Frequent bursting with a primary frequency of 6000 Hz was noted
in all of the segments during this time. Average amplitudes during the early part
of mainstage were approximately 200 psi peak to peak, while maximum amplitudes
during any short burst were 600 psi peak to peak.
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At 0.9 second, rapid damping of these oscillations was evident in the traces from
each of the segments. From that time to cutoff, the left and center segments in-
dicated a very gradual growth of oscillation level from nearly negligible ampli-
tudes to as high as 400 and 200 psi peak to peak, respectively, just prior to en-
gine cutoff. During this same period, the frequency increased from 12 to 14 KHz.
This same phenomenon was occurring in the right segment until approximately 7.5
seconds into the test, at which time the oscillation amplitude greatly reduced.
This was accompanied by an indicated reduction in resistance for both the oxidizer
and fuel injection elements and is thought to be a result of the flame moving out-
side the fuel cup recess. This flame position and its relation to the 12- to 14-
KHz oscillations will be discussed more fully in the section of this report con-
cerned with high-frequency, feed-system-coupled oscillations.
FEED-SYSTEM-COUPLED OSCILLATIONS
The primary mode of oscillation in the linear segment hardware in the multiseg-
ment and single-segment testing was a sinusoidal oscillation at frequencies of
12 to 14 KHz. It was quickly recognized that this frequency corresponded to the
first resonance of the oxidizer injection element, and an investigation was pur-
sued to identify the complete mode (feedback loop) of the oscillations and to
effect a solution for their elimination.
The 13-KHz mode of oscillation was thought to be similar to the 4400-Hz oscilla-
tion phenomenon experienced during development of the J-2S engine, and is shown
graphically in Fi_. 107. In this schematic, a chamber pressure perturbation
causes a change in injected flowrate as dictated by the response of the oxidizer
injection element, which may or may not result in a change in gas generated by
the combustion process, depending on the response characteristics of the combus-
tion process. If the combustion chamber has sufficient response, a subsequent
pressure wave is generated which then may cause the process to repeat. For the
oscillation to grow, each box within the schematic must have sufficient gain and
proper phase shift so that the total loop gain will be greater than unity and
that the pressure is fed back with the proper phase shift for reinforcement of
the subsequent cycles.
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¢In the J-2S 4400-Hz phenomenon, the small amount of combustion within the cup re-
cess was sufficient to cause completion of the feedback loop and, hence, main cham-
ber combustion and acoustic response were not required. This provided a combus-
tion process with a short enough time delay to support the relatively high fre-
quency, and an algebraic chamber (cup) response.
The combustion response for a typical linear segment test is shown in Fig. 108.
This figure shows that the combustion response in the cup region _s capable of
supporting oscillations in the region of 5000 to 23,000 Hz. The cup break fre-
quency is above 14 KHz and, hence, pressure is generated in a steady-state
(linear) manner to support these oscillations. Conversely, the entire chamber
combustion response is at frequencies below 3000 Hz, thus excluding the main cham-
ber from the 13-KHz oscillations.
From an analytical standpoint, the 12- to 14-KHz linear segment oscillations fit
the model of the J.-2S _400-Hz phenomenon. Further substantiation of the 12-KHz
mode of oscillation was found in the right segment in multisegment test No. 975-008.
At approximately 7.5 seconds into the test, a slight step upward in chamber pres-
sure was experienced while the indicated resistances across both the fuel and oxi-
dizer elements decreased. A significant reduction in 12 to 14 KHz was noted in
that segment at the same point in time, while the oscillation content appeared un-
changed in the other segments. This phenomenon can be seen quite clearly in Fig.
106 and 109. In the second figure, frequency from 5 to 15 KHz is shown along the
abscissa, while amplitude is shown as a vertical deflection. Each horizontal line
represents a subsequent time slice during the test. It is apparent that oscilla-
tions of 12 KHz initiated early in the test in all segments and, as operating con-
ditions changed, these oscillations progressed to a frequency of 14 KHz. These
oscillations then greatly reduced in the right segment at 7.5 seconds, but contin-
ued in the center and left segments. This phenomenon is thought to be indicative
of the flame moving outside the cup region, causing a reduction in cup AP and a
concurrent shift in the cup combustion gain in that segment. The result is a
large reduction in oscillation amplitude. (Conditions within the linear engine
¢
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cup recess are marginally conducive to sustained burning and, therefore, this ob-
served shift in "flame position" may not be totally unexpected.)
There are several approaches toward elimination of oscillation phenomena of the
type represented by the linear segment 12- to 14-KHz oscillations. Each of these
attempts involved reducing the gain of the coupled feedback loop by either detun-
ing (changing the resonant frequency) of the oxidizer elements or combustion pro-
cess, by adding dissipative resistance (AP)to the loop, or combination of both.
Oxidizer Post Inserts
In approaching oscillation phenomena of this type, the gain of the feedback loop
may be decreased below unity by sufficiently reducing the gain of any of the ele-
ments combined to form the complete loop.
The J-2S oscillations were approached with success by changing the response and
resistance of the oxidizer injection elements (posts) to reduce the gain at 4400
Hz. This same approach was taken during the multisegment testing by placing in-
serts within the oxidizer posts. The effective change in the post response is
sho_n in Fig. ii0 .
Results of early testing with oxidizer element inserts during the multisegment
program indicated that there was an improvement in stability in the frequency
range of 12 to 14 KHz, but a quantitative assessment was not obtained due to
general instrumentation difficulties of measuring oscillations of relatively low
amplitudes and very high frequencies while interpreting interaction effects be-
tween the segments.
A definitive evaluation of the effect of oxidizer post inserts was obtained dur-
ing subsequent multisegment testing in tests No. 975-081 and -082. The left seg-
ment was not run for these tests, as the fuel cups had previously been flared to
produce zero oxidizer post recess and would have served only to obscure the data
from the unmodified elements. Test No. 975-081 was conducted with inserts
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installed in both of the active segments, while the inserts were removed from the
right segment for test No. 975-082. The results of these tests are shown in Fig.
iii, where it may be noted that neither segment showed significant oscillations
with the inserts installed. When the inserts were removed from the right segment
for test No. 975-082, significant coherent oscillations with a predominant fre-
quency of 13.5 KHz were observed in both oxidizer injection pressure measurements
in the right segment, while the center segment (which had oxidizer element inserts)
indicated no significant osc£11ation content. Oscil1&tion amplitudes within the
right segment oxidizer manifold reached a maximum of approximately 400 psi peak to
peak when the inserts were removed.
Further quantitative evaluation of the effect of oxidizer post inserts was'ob-
tained during the linear engine C06 component tests.
High-frequency data from tests 975-043 and -045 through -047 were reviewed to deter-
mine the effect of oxidizer post inserts on high-frequency oscillations in the range
from I0,000 to 15:000 Hr. Tests 045 and 045 were conducted at chamber pressures
varying from approximately 880 to 1120 psia and mixture ratios from 3.9 to 4.8.
Tests 046 through 048 were conducted at approximately 1200 psia and mixture ratios
of 5.6 to 5.7. Inserts were installed in the injector oxidizer posts prior to
test 047.
_e data from these tests (and test 048 in which the oxidizer feed system venturi
was removed)were subjected to sonic spectral analysis, l_e data from tests 046
through 048 were analyzed using real time spectral analysis techniques, where the
frequency spectru_ of interest is presented as nearly continuous function of time
(Fig. 112). Frequency is scaled from 10,000 to 15,000 Hz along the abscissa.
Vertical deflections represent the relative amplitude of the frequency component.
Each line progressing up the ordinate represents approximately 0.5 second of test
duration.
The predominant oscillation frequency tended to increase from test to test in
tests 043, 045, and 046. Chamber pressure was increased progressively in each
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test. The increase in oscillation frequencies is attributed to the chamber pres-
sure increase, a trend observed during the multisegment test series.
An upward sweep in frequency during the early seconds of test 046 (Fig. 112) was
a result of changing oxidizer temperature as the warm LOX in the ducting was re-
placed by colder fluid from the tank. The frequency range corresponds to the
first resonance of the oxidizer post, and the change in frequency relates directly
to the increased acoustic velocity of the colder oxidizer. This trend also was
observed during the multisegment testing.
_s
a
.
The effect of the oxidizer post inserts on the high-frequency oscillations in the
range of 10,000 to 15,000 Hz was determined in tests 046 and 047. These tests
differed in that the inserts were installed for test 047. Significant oscilla-
tion amplitudes were observed in all high-frequency measurements on tests 043,
045, and 046, which were conducted without LOX post inserts. Test 047 data are
presented for comparison with test 046 (Fig. 112). The coherent high-amplitude
oscillations of test 046 were reduced significantly in test 047 by the installa-
tion of the LGX post inserts. In particular, sonic analysis indicated the oxidi-
zer pressure oscillations were reduced by an order of magnitude from 110 psi peak
to peak to approximately 10 psi peak to peak. The hardware-mounted horizontal and
axial accelerometers indicated residual amplitudes of approximately 200 g peak to
peak, but these are thought to be structural resonances and may well have been
masked by the high-amplitude data of the previous tests. Complex amplitudes for
chamber parameters were reduced by a factor of approximately 2 to 4 with inserts.
Acoustic Oscillations
The presence or absence of transverse combustion chamber acoustic oscillations
was difficult to ascertain for the majority of tests due to the lack of high-
frequency chanber pressure measurements. As a result, the identi£icat£on of possi-
ble occurrences of first transverse oscillatlons was made strictly by observance
of the proper frequency in the oxidizer injection pressures and accelerometers.
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For the ,host part, occurrences of possible first transverse oscillations were con-
fined to start transitions or tests duplicating part of the start transient. The
oscillation frequencies were in the range of 2200 to 3000 Hz and are thought to
vary as a function of operating condition. The observed frequency was not corre-
lated to operating conditions due to the transient character of most of the data.
Multisegment test 975-020 was conducted at engine start conditions with segment
chamber pressures ranging from 270 to 310 psia and mixture ratios of 0.6 to 1.1.
The test was a cycle evaluation with four 10-second-duration sections of main-
stage interrupted by 2-second sections during which the engine was shut down.
Indication of 2200-Hz oscillations was noted in the right segment at about'5
seconds into the third section of mainstage. At 9.5 seconds, the oscillations
increased in amplitude and grew to 220 psi peak to peak in oxidizer injection
pressure prior to cutoff. During the fourth section of mainstage, these oscilla-
tions were present to approximately 120 psi peak to peak in the center segment
and 260 psi peak to peak in the right segment. These oscillations are thought
to be the first transverse acoustic mode in the major combustor axis, but cannot
be verified other than by frequency.
A possible instance of mainstage oscillations was noted in the left segment be-
tween 4 and 6 seconds into multisegment test 975-024. In this instance, 3000-
Hz oscillations were noted to 400 psi peak to peak in oxidizer injection pressure
No. i, but were not readily apparent in the other oxidizer injection pressure.
This segment had previously had the fuel cup recess removed in an attempt to de-
couple the 13-KHz oxidizer injection element hydraulic-coupled oscillations, and
is not indicative of the linear breadboard hardware.
In general, it is thought that transverse acoustic oscillations are confined to
start transients and tests at extreme off-nominal operating or hardware condi-
tions. These oscillations are not considered a problem to testing with normal
breadboard linear engine hardware and normal operating conditions.
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v001 SEGMENT STABILITY RESULTS
Segment 001 was modified for increased performance and tested at Propulsion Re-
search Area NAN stand on tests 001 through 033, in 1971. The modification of
high hydrogen velocity, low oxidizer velocity, and minimum oxidizer post thick-
ness and deeper recess was designed to provide high cup atomization and subse-
quently higher no,.
With the higher relative velocities, it was expected that stability (at least in
chamber acoustic modes) would be benefited. With the increased cup length and
increased atomization, some possibility of high-frequency coupling action between
the LOX post and cup was indicated. Inserts were installed to raise the oxidizer
post hydraulic frequency and increase the damping.
Contrar/ to intention, the test results indicated lower _c*' apparently because
of increased burning within the cup. However, this cup burning did not result
in any indications of combustion coupling phenomena.
Of the 33 tests, 001-006 were aborts, as were 008 through 010. Mainstage was
achieved on tests 007, 011 through 017, and 033 with tests 018 through 052 de-
signed to simulate engine start transients.
The instrumentation consisted of a horizontal and axial accelerometer, two LOX
dome Photocons, and a Kistler chamber pressure measurement. Detail review of
the oscillographs from tests 007 and 011 through 017 revealed no oscillation
phenomena of importance.
The acceleration amplitudes were as high as 350 g peak to peak in mainstage, but
levels as high as 265 g peak to peak were noted pretest and posttest. Both of
these levels are considered high, but it should be noted that much of the fre-
quency content was greater than 20 KHz, and there is little experience in this
frequency regime to define what is normal. As the real concern with vibration
is the physical displacement of parts (which is an inverse function of the
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frequency squared), 550 g at 20 KHz is equivalent in displacement to only about
22 g at 5 l_lz, or 56 g at 8 KHz, and these are demonstrated levels on the F-l,
J-2, and J-2S engines. Thus, the accelerometer levels noted on these tests are
deemed acceptable.
- +
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Pressure amplitudes in the LOX dome were 100 to 150 psi peak to peak, with pre-
run and postrun noise levels of 60 psi peak to peak. Thus, they are comparable
with existing and acceptable levels of LOX/hydrogen engines. The predominant freq-
uency was 120 Hz which is attributable to electrical noise. There was also sig-
nificant energy at 1800 Hz, 7 KHz, 10 KHz, and 15 to 20 KHz. The 1800-Hz appears
to be the first mode of the oxidizer dome. The 7 to 10 KHz has been observed to
shift with oxidizer temperature, and apparently is also a mode in the LOX manifold
and/or feed system. The 15 to 20 KHz is probably the first mode of the oxidizer
posts.
In all tests, the Kistler was judged to be yielding erroneous pressure data.
The frequency content and amplitude variations closely resembled those of the
accelerometers, while the dome pressures were exhibiting clearly different os-
cillations. Thus, the Kistler data were disregarded.
All amplitudes were acceptable levels and no sustained frequencies of oscilla-
tions were noted. Based on the mainstage tests, the engine is judged satisfac-
tory with respect to its oscillation characteristics.
BREADBOARDNO. 1 HIGH-FREQUENCY RESULTS
The high-frequency characteristics of each of the test bed segments were monitored
with a dome-mounted accelerometer, mounted so that the sensitive axis was along
the major transverse axis (horizontal direction) of the individual segments. In
addition to the accelerometer instrumentation, Photocon transducers monitored the
high-frequency oscillations in the oxidizer domes of segments I, 5, 15, and 20
and the fuel injection pressures in segments 1 and 5.
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High-frequency data were reviewed in detail for mainstage tests 624-009 through
624-013 and are considered typical. Surveys were made on the other tests. Accel-
eration levels for the complex waves were ' 3 to 300 g peak to peak. Pressure
amplitudes were in the range of 20 to 200 psi peak to peak. The lower level was
typical. Occasional bursts exceeded these values.
Severa) frequencies occurred intermittently throughout the tests. The primary
frequencies were 13 KHz (discussed earlier), which is associated with fluid
resonance within the oxidizer injection elements, and two other frequencies of
approximately 6 KHz and 8 KHz, which are thought to be associated with the pro-
pellant feed systems.
Test 624-012 was reviewed in particular detail, as it was an extended duration
test of 100 seconds at 1130-psia chamber pressure with PU valve excursions.
Segment 1 showed the most consistent 13-KHz oscillation content with average com-
plex amplitudes of 270 to 400 g peak to peak in the horizontal accelerometer and
100 to 250 psi peak to peak in oxidizer injection pressure. The fuel injection
pressure indicated 6-KHz oscillations to approximately 100 psi peak to peak.
Nearly all segments had at least some indication of 13-KHz content.
Segment 14 indicated some clear bursting at 13 KHz during the middle portion of
the test, while segments 2 and 18 had sporadic 13-KHz oscillations during approx-
imately the first 20 seconds of the test. Clear 13-KHz oscillations also were
evident in segment 2 during the final 15 seconds of the test.
Nearly all segments had indications of 6-KHz oscillation content at some time
during test 012; however, several segments (in particular, segment 13) had indi-
cations of 6 KHz throughout most of the test.
Eight-KHz oscillations were particularly evident in segments 3, 5, and 15.
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The PU valve was actuated from the null to the maximum position at approximately
20 seconds and back to the null position 85 seconds into test 012. These PU
valve position changes v,ere evident to some extent in high-frequency oscillation
content. While the effect _as 1_ot apparent in ali of the segments, segment 2 ex-
hibited clear 13-KHz oscillations during the first 20 seconds of the test. When
the PO valve was cycled to the maximum position, these oscillations became less
clear until the PU valve was cycled back to the null position.
The effect of PU position is a function of its imposed variation in the operating
conditio?_ cf the individual segments, which are essentially individual chambers.
,Ji
Oscillations at frequencies of i0 to 15 KHz were present in all segments during
the cutoff transients of tests 624-010 through 624-015. These oscillations
occurred as the chamber pressure dropped below approximately 50 percent, and were
present :o 500 g peak to peak in acceleration and 200 psi peak to peak in oxidi-
zer injection pressures. Similar oscillations were noted during the start trans-
ients in some segments.
Some 400 Hz, feed-system-coupled buzz oscillations were noted to amplitudes of
200 psi peak to peak in the early part of transition into mainstage.
The primary frequencies observed during the testing of the test bed were the same
as those noted during the previous segment and multisegment tests. Amplitudes
were considerably lower. These oscillations, in particular the 12 to 13 KHz,
appeared to be less well defined in the test bed. This may be due to a difference
in fuel injection velocity between the segment _ests and those with the test bed.
The nominal fuel injection velocity for the segment tests was approximately 1200
to 1500 ft/sec and 1650 to 1900 ft/sec for the test bed. This difference was due
to a higher fuel injection temperature and slightly lower mixture ratio for the
te-t bed tests.
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